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SECTION 8
CONCEPT ANALYSIS
A generalized accuracy analysis of navigation concepts in which com-
ponent capabilities are to be stressed ernbodies two areas of'investigation:
(1) a parametric study of total concept performance as a function of com-
ponent capabilities for a parameterized, standard vehicle traverse and (2)
an analysis emphasizing the navigation requirements imposed upon the total
concept and evaluation of component requirements as a function of the total
concept requirements. The first analysis yields a large quantity of con-
cept performance data as a result of component functioning. The second
phase leads to specific requirements which the generalized concepts and
the associated components must meet to satisfy the lunar navigation prob-
lem.
The analytic approach described above implies the following analytic
objective s :
i. Component capabilities
2. Component requirements.
Since the first objective is general and the results are given with interpre-
tation provided by the user of the data, this approach is termed mission
independent. Inherent to the problem of making recommendations for com-
ponent R&D is the necessity for specific missions and mission requirements.
Therefore, objective 2 is a result of a mission dependent analysis.
8. i ANALYSIS APPROACH
The objective of the mission independent analysis was the accumula-
tion of data such that application of the resultant curves will lead to a de_,igr_
p0int',s_temdependent upon the set of traverse ranges, mission duration,
and terminal requirements specified by an analyst applying the curves.
Both position fix subconcepts and dead reckoning subconcepts were subject
to component accuracy parameter variation to cover the full range of total
8-I
Jconcept accuracy (or homing range requirements) for a set of standardized
trajectories and concept accuracy values. An objective of this analysis is
the definition of critical components, or large error sources, for each
concept and then minimization of these inputs through selected operating
point geometry defined by sensitivity coefficient analysis.
The mission dependent, analysis is necessary to make recommendations
for component research and development. This analysis applies the set of
postulated missions and mission independent analysis data to'achi_wethegoal
of defining component accuracy requirements. The postulated missions
(described in Section 2) are parameterized for computer simulation as dis-
cussed in Section 7.4. The combination of the mission independent analysis
with further computer analysis of selected accuracy type systems allows
the definition of component accuracy requirements as a function of mission
era and component and physical knowledge state of the art. Error reduction
techniqt_es, such as periodic position fix operations, are included in the
analysis to assess the alleviation of accuracy requirements upon the dead
reckoning c on_ponent s.
8. 2 ERROR SENSITIVITY COEFFICIENTS
This section discusses the numerical analysis of the following partial
derivative error sensitivity coefficients. The coefficier, ts--prirnari_y
ce!estial tracking coefficients--were select_dfor study because of the importance
_f self-contained position fixing techniques for lunar navigation concepts.
i. Position Fix
CI, C 2 ... C12 Section 7. 2. 2
2. Azimuth Alignment; Continuous Azimuthal Reference
C17 , C18 ... CZI Section 7. Z. 3
3. True Elevation
Cl3 , C14 , Cl5 , C16 Section 7. g. 5
4. True Azimuth
C22, C23, C24, C25 Section 7. 2. 5
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The purpose of the study was to determine the conditions for minimal
error sensitivity coefficients so that the condition for minimal transference
of equipment and physical errors to vehicle position and azimuth errors
would be established. The results of the analysis define the operating
point of celestial and vehicle geometry which minimizes the effect of equip-
ment errors and physical uncertainties. For preliminary results, see
Appendix B.
The coefficients basically represent the celestial tracker error model.
This position fixing and azimuth alignment technique applies to Concept 1
and Concept Z. However, the results of the analysis of coefficients Cl7...Cz1
are applicable to the techniques of vehicle animuth measurement utilizing
celestial or earth tracking equipments. In this case, the results pertain
to calculations on an incremental leg of the dead reckoning traverse.
8. Z. 1 Position Fix
Since the error sensitivity coefficients are actually partial deriva-
tives, there are a prohibitive number of vehicle-celestial geometries which
could be examined. However, becasue the purpose of this analysis is mini-
mization of interdependencies and difinition of critical variables, the need
is for a trend of coefficient values rather than specific numerical values.
Hence, three vehicle positions on the lunar surface were chosen as oper-
ating points, and the celestial geometries were varied about these locations.
The total situations are shown in Table 8-I.
Plots of the absolute magnitude of the coefficients are shown in Fig-
ures 8-1 to 8-Zl. _ The coefficients for each operating point are plotted
versus the elevation angle to the first observable, for parametric values
of azimuthal separation of the two stars Ac_ _.
The coefficients evaluated for Point I also are plotted versus the
azimuthal separation for parametric values of the elevation angle to the
first observable.
Examination of the curves shows the coefficients to:
I. Remain relatively constant for varying £ 1
2. Increase in a second order fashion as £Z _ is changed from i0 °
to 85 ° .
#
Figures are presented at the end of the section, beginning on p. 8-58.
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TABLE 8- 1
CONDITIONS FOR POSITION FIX EVALUATIONS
Variable Point I Point II Point III
x
Y
P
C
l
o_
1
2
Q,
)
Ac_
4 °
_40 °
0
0
_60 °
16 °
0
0
0 ----_80°
30°---_i i0 °
o
i0 , 85 °
o
_0
o o
10 ..---_ 9 0
.,..,. ;,.. .:.-
Ac_ = al - _Z
0
0
0
0
°
.
°
Vary considerably for varying Aa". (The plots of C i vs A_"
emphasize this fact in comparison to C i vs E 1 ,c).
;'c = 0 °.Approach minimal values for As' 9
for Ac_* = 70°_Ul = x).
(The minimal values
Remain relatively independent of lunar location when final ve-
hicle position,error is calculated.
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_ Conclusions:
i. C 1 •.. CIZ are generally minimal for As"" = 90 °.
• #
g. C 1 ......C12 are relatively independent of E I , E2 _ but are
minimal for £ I*, E2 _----_0"
3. C 1 ... C12 as affecting vehicle position error are relatively
independent of vehicle lunar position.
I , o12"I 0°.4. The ideal operating point is defined as 70 ° < al < 11
8. Z. 2 Azimuth Alignment/Measurement
Th_ operating conditions for the azimuth error study are shown in
Table 8-2. Only one observable is required to establish vehicle azimuth
once vehicle position is known.
TABLE 8- 2
CONDITIONS FOR INITIAL AZIMUTH EVALUATIONS
I
I
I
I
I
I
Variable Point I Point II Point III
x
Y
r
P
A
£
I
i
4 °
_40 °
0
0
0
_60 °
16°
0
0
0
0-----980 °
o o
30 )110
0
0
0
0
0
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Plots of the absolute magnitude of the coefficients C17 , C19 , and
CZ0 are shown in Figures 8-22 to 8-24. Coefficients C18 and CZ1 are not
plotted since
C181 = 1. 0
C201 =
The coefficients are plotted versus 6 1
C211 for all conditions.
for parametric values of c_ 1
Examination of the curves shows the coefficients to:
Io Rema.in relatively independent of vehicle lunar position when
_he total effects upon vehicle azimuth alignment _r_ considered.
in the particular instance of Icz01,a'dlczll, _h_r_ isHowever,
minimal dependence with u 1 ---9 polar latitudes with x-----_ equa.-
torial latitudes, and maxima] dependence with x----_ polar lati-
tudes and Ul ---'4 equatorial latitudes.
,l-"_..__ 9flo a.t.d _:,reapDroxim:_:_.l\, n:o,:_ _[;'C.Ft-;_ f21-_'; _] 'r _,_ (- 1
* < Z0 for all conditior_s°to unity for (:1
J. I _I-"ISho\\ aI:; art_ticial depender, cy upon A - c_ Tt,_ c,)_ff;, l_:ts
C17 , C19 ace mi_limum for c_ 1 = 0 not: bec,_uselA - _""1:- 0 but
_i.t:,.ce y = _\. 1" Sinlilarly C20 is n_inimut_l for _:he co_di_i_)L.
x = u 1 (_:"_90°).. But, these conditions serve no useful purpose
when aligning the system because the conditions y = w 1 and
x = u 1 are never known without error.
Conclusions :
.
g.
C17 ... CZ1 are minimal for low elevation angles.
C17 , C18 , and C19 , as affecting vehicle azimuth alignment,
relatively independent of vehicle lunar position.
3. The ideal operating point is defined as:
6 < 20 °
1 --
x = equatorial latitudes tu = polar latitudes
are
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8. 2. 3 True Elevation
The coefficients C13 ... C16 represent the sensitivity of vertical
errors, elevation and azimuth measurement errors made in a body-fixed
space to true elevation error in the analytic space. Hence, the operating
points for this analysis are independent of vehicle lunar position and only
involve functionally the observable true azimuth (A + _':=),true elevation
6;", and vehicle roll r and pitch p. The operating conditions for the study
are shown in Table 8-3.
TABLE 8-3
CONDITIONS FOR TRUE ELEVATION EVALUATION
Variable Range
X
Y
r
P
A
6
0
0
0 ---_ 30 °
0 ---_ 30 °
0
0----->80 °
0----_ 90 °
Plots of the absolute magnitude of the coefficients are shown in
Figures 8-Z5 to 8-31, with C i plotted versus vehicle roll angle r for para-
metric values of vehicle pitch angle p. Sequential plots show parametric
variations in 6':" and c_, respectively.
Examination of the curves shows:
C13 is
i. < i.
2. Minimal for p, r_O.
8-7
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3. Generally increases as _ -----_90 •
4. Relatively independent of £;_.
i. < I.
o
2. IViinimal for p-----m30 .
3. Generally decreases as r---9-30 ° .
4. Generally decreases as £'_-,_-.-_-_ 90 °.
5. Relatively independent of _:'_.
]C 15 1 is
I. < I.
g. Generally decreases for p_30 °.
3. Relatively constant for r, 6
4. Maximum for d,_ = 90 °.
IiC16 I, is
i. < i.
2. Relatively independent of r, _.
3. Maximum for _ = 0°}
Conclusions :
Since these coefficients are less than or equal to unity for all of the
above parametric combinations, no significant operating condition con-
straints are imposed.
8-8
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8. 2.4 True Azimuth
The coefficients C22 ... C25 represent the sensitivity of vertical
errors, elevation and azimuth measurement errors in the body fixed space
to true azimuth errors in the analytic space. The operating conditions for
the numerical analysis are those shown in Table 8-3_ and plots of the ab-
solute magnitude of the coefficients are shown in Figures 8-32 through 8-44.
Examination of the plots shows:
IC221 is
i. < i for all r, p, _" and E* < i0°
2. Maximal for 6* _90 ° .
3. Minimal for large p when £* < i0 °.
4. Relatively fixed with respect to r for above conditions.
Cz3 is
I. < 1 for all r, p, _"" and 6" < I0 °.
2. Maximal for 6* ----) 90 °.
3. Minimal for p _ 0, 6" < i0 ° and all r.
I
4. Variable with r for above conditions.
C241 is
i. < 1 for all values r, p, _"", and E":"< i0 °.
2. Maximal for £*----_ 90 °.
3. Minimal as _*----->90°; p, £_;"----> 0 and all r.
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ICz51 is
;_ ._ 0
i. < 1 for all values r, p, _ , and6 < i0
2. Maximal for £ ----> 90 ° •
3. Minimal for p, 6"---* 0 and all r.
Conclusions :
i. CZ2 ... C25 are minimal for low 6 •
o
Z. CZ2 ... CZ5 are _< I for 6;:_< I0
3. CZZ ... CZ5 are rather insensitive to r,
4. An ideal operating point is
;:" 0o6 < 1
o
Irl<10
8. Z. 5 Conclusions
.r.
p at low6""
Results of the numerical study for each coefficient type imply that
the following operating points are desired for minimal dependence or trans-
ference of equipment and physical errors to vehicle position and azimuth
errors :
Position F,i_:: :... "....
Tracker Stabilized:
* *I oI. 70 ° < _I c_Z _< ii0
2. _i ' e2 < 20°"
3. Anyx, y
4. r, p subject only to maximum equipment, vehicle bounds.
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Tracker Body Fixed:
i. 70° < IC_l*
* 0 o2._ <I
I --
3. Irl _<io°
4. Ip I < 10 °
*i o
-_2 --<110
5. Any x, y
Azimuth Alignment/Measurement
The operating conditions for minimum error sensitivity are identi-
cal to the above, but with the following additional constraint (if possible):
x - equatorial latitudes
Ul-- polar latitudes.
This constraint is a result of computing vehicle azimuth in a selenographic
system with polar orientation. Equivalently, a latitude iongitude grid shift,
if precise azimuth measurement is required, to the direction of the reference
observable will minimize vehicle azimuth errors due to vehicle position
and observable longitude subpoint errors.
8.3 NONGYRO CONCEPT
8. 3. 1 Mission Independent Analysis
8. 3. 1. 1 Position Fix, Initial Azimuth Error Analysis
The results of a general, mission independent position fix and
initial azimuth alignment study are presented for lunar surface navigation
systems using the foliowing position fix and azimuth alignment techniques.
The resuits are applicable to both the nongyro and inertial concepts.
8-Ii
Position Fix:
I. Celestial Tracking
Z. CSM Angular Tracking
3. CSM Ranging.
Initial Azimuth Alignment:
i. Celestial Tracking
2. CSM Tracking.
Position fix errors and initial azimuth alignment errors are plotted agai_st
input errors for parametric variations in observable geometry_ CSM orbit
geometry, and vehicular positions. See Figures 8-45 to 8-96.
The objectives of the analysis were evaluation of:
I.
Z.
.
,
Critical error sources
Geon_etrica] effects on output errors as a function of ir_put
errors
Maximum arld particularly minimum bounds of vehicle positioi[_
error and azimuth error as a function of error inputs
The feasibility of the CSM as a navigational satellite.
The imposition of navigational requirements upon the position fix
system is discussed in Section 8. 3. 2.. The emphasis of this section is the
magnitude of the position and azimuth errors as a function of error inputs.
The situations as represented in the curves referenced above are
easily understood if the standardized mission parametric variations in
Table 8-4 are considered. For each system type, critical operating points
were selected and then varied. The reason and importance of each para-
metric variation is discussed below with reference to the case number, i.e. ,
I-l versus I-Z, etc. Additional parameter values of x, y, r, p were studied,
but only insignificant changes to the following results were observed.
8-1Z
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I-I:
The objectives of case comparisons are:
Optimum celestial geometry since As;'" = 90 ° . Curves
indicate minimum position errors as a function of error
inputs.
I-2: Nominal celestial geometry, since Ac_" = 25 ° or 155 ° .
Curves indicate upper bound of position errors as a
function of error inputs.
II-i: Optimal celestial geometry since position error is mini-
mum, latitude of vehicle is equatorial with star subpoint
polar, and6 1 = I0° The curves indicate minimum azi-
muth error as a function of error inputs.
II-2:
11-3:
This is a repeat of Case II-I but with the vehicle position
error induced by conditions of Case 1-2. The curves
indicate slightly greater azimuth errors as a function of'
error inputs.
A repeat of Case II-i with 6 l = 60 ° . The curves i_dicat_
an _ipl)er bound on initial azimuth error as a fu:_:.cti_r!of
error inputs.
1I-4:
III- 1 :
III-2 :
Optima] celestial geometry but with vehicle in polar
latitudes and observable subpoint in equa:oria! ]atiludes.
The curves indicate minimal bearing errors as a func-
tion of error inputs for polar traverse.
Nominal CSM geometry since Ac_ ;:_= 135 ° or 45 ° and low
altitudes. The curves represent upper bounds on vehicle
position error as a function of error inputs.
Geometry approaching optimal with Ac_;:"= 70 ° or ii0 °.
The curves indicate approximate minimal position error
as a function of error inputs.
IV-l: Repeat of Case III-1 with curves indicating minimal
initial azimuth alignment error as a function of error
inputs. (This case is minimal due to lower 6 1 )"
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IV-Z: Repeat of Case III-Z with curves indicating upper bounds
on azimuth error as a function of error inputs.
V-l: Relatively widely spaced points of CSM range measure-
ments. Curves indicate approximate minimal position
error as a function of error inputs.
V-2: The points of CSM range measurements more closely
spaced. Curves indicate upper bound of position error
as a function of error inputs.
Celestial Tracking
For each of theabove eases_ :celestial tracker err0r;curves (Figures 8-45
to 8-78) are plotted as a functionof error i_puts_ The symbolsA, B,, C, D shown
on each set of curves have the definitions shown in Table 8-5 and described
below.
TABLE 8- 5
NONGYRO/INERTIAL CONCEPT CELESTIAL
TRACKING ERROR TABLE
Case
A
A'
B
C
D
0- _0-6
deg
0.0
0. 001
0. 001
0.01
0. O4
(rr,_p
deg
0.0
0. 001
0. 001
0.01
0.1
t R'
hr 1 deg
0.0 0.0
0. 00003 0. 0001
0. 00003 0. 0001
0. 003 0. 005
0. 03 0. 03
o-
D
deg
0.0
0. 005
0. 02
0. 04
0. 06
Type
System
Errorless
SOA
SOA
Nominal
Maximum
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For each curve, the parametric values of error inputs were se-
lected from Table 8-5. For example, in the plot of Position Fix Error
versus Celestial Tracker Error, 0.£, 0._ are equal independent variables.
Curve A in this plot represents Position Error as a function of Celestial
Tracker Error with other component and physical errors zero. Thus, the
values of Case A in the error table were applied, with the exception of the
independent variable which is varied from minimum to maximum.
Similarly for curve B in the same plot_ while 0._, o. E range from
minimum to maximum, the remaining error inputs maintain the values
given by row B in the error table.
Another illustration is the plot of Position Fix Error versus Timer
Error. Curve C in this plot implies the error inputs 0-6, 0._, o.r, o-p, UR,
_D, 0-,_ remain fixed at the values given by row C of the error table, while
t runs from minimum to maximum. The extension of this logic applies to
all other curves.
The vertical daslhed line in each curve indicates the SO.A, nominal,
or maximum value of the equipment error input, or the r6spective esti-
mates of the physical uncertainties.
Critical dependency of vehicle errors to con_poheni _:r'rcr_ is
den_onstrated if there is a significant change it.,. the positio:o_ erro_- or azi-
n_uth error curves for a particular "accuracy type system", i. eo A_ B,
C, D as the independent variable is varied from minimum to maximum.
The lower the slope, the less effect an error input has. Maximum depend-
ency is shown for curves with slopes approximating that of curve A.
Because of the parametric values of the error inputs selected
from the error table, the implication follows that:
Case A
------>
Case A' >
Case B
Case C --_,
Errorless System (with the exception
of the independent variable)
SOA System (_ = 0. 005 ° )
SOA System (0._ = O. 020 °)
Nominal System
Case D
> Maximum System
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Although Case A' and Case B are termed SOA accuracy-type concepts,
the nominal case values, Case C, more closely correspond to the error
values of an implemented system. Case A' and Case B are not fictitious
values, but refer to SOA values which generally reflect laboratory test
values and which are usually more optimistic than those of animplemented
system.
CSM Tracking
Tracking of the Command and Service Module is an alternate
technique for establishing vehicle position. Angular tracking and ranging
techniques (assuming the necessary equipments and data are available in
the nongyro and inertial position fixing subconcepts) are analyzed in the
manner of the celestial tracking error study.
Table 8-6 is the error table for the CSM angular tracking study.
The resulting curves are shown in Figures 8-79 to 8-94.
TABLE 8-6
CSMANGULAR TRACKING ERROR TABLE
I
I
I
I
Case
A
B
C
D
0-E9 0-ff
deg
0.0
0. 001
0.01
0. O4
o- 0-
r p
deg
0.0
0. 001
0.01
0.1
0"
Y
deg
0.0
0. 02
0. 04
o.06
hc' RN' RE
0.0
0.5
1.0
3.0
km Type System
Errorle s s
SOA
Nominal
Maximum
No error table is constructed for CSM ranging techniques; instead
the CSM ranging system position errors are shown in Figures 8-95 and 8-96
plotted against range measurement errors for parametric values of CSM
orbital errors.
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Results and Conclusions
Celestial Tracking:
i. Position Fix:
a, Critical Error Source
(i) Vertical Anomalies I
Primary(Z) Vertical Sensor S
(3) Celestial Tracker 1
Secondary
(4) Ephemeris f
The importance of the vertical anomaly as a iLarge error
source is emphasized by Figure 8-49, Position Fix Error
vs Vertical Anomalies for an optimal geometry situation.
For an optimal or SOA system (Case B)_ and for 0-_/>0.00g °,
the position error is a heavily weighted function of the
anomalies° The same _s true for a nominal, accuracy sys-
tem (Case C)° Therefore_ absolute navig_ticn to an ex-
tren_ely mrecise degree is significantly h_ndered regard-
less of the quality of the navigational cc_,nponents unless
_r hthe \;ertical anomalies are compensated for ..... e series of
curves reflecting the optimal celestial vehicle geometry
_,er<_ rep!otted (FSgures 8-50 through 8-%3) wit_: the vertic:al
anomaly term set identically to zero.
b. Geometrical Effects
The changing of celestial geometry relative to the vehicle
from optimal A_ _ = 90 ° to nominal A_'* = Z5 °, doubled the
minimal values of position error. Hence, for minimal er-
ror, or maximum component accuracy requirement_ the
necessity of optimal geometry should not be under em-
phasized while performing the position fix function.
The results of a study not described show that vehicle
roll, pitch, and lunar location have negligible effects
upon vehicle position error.
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c. Minimal Position Error
For optfrnalgeometry, and for the error inputs:
Celestial Tracker
¢ , a = 0. 001 °
Vertical Sensor
¢ , ¢ =0.001
r p
Timer
o
= 0. 00003 hr
t
Epheme ri s
0-R, 0-D = 0. 0083 °
Vertical Anomalies
0- = 0.005
Y
PE = O. 300 km.
With the vertical anomaly term set to zero, the following
accuracies are attainable in an optimal geometry system:
SOA accuracy type system: 0.,260,km
Nom_nal-'accpracy type _yst_rn: 0. 490 km
Z. Initial Azimuth Alignment:
a. Critical Error Source:
i. Ephemeris t
Z. Celestial Tracker
3. Vertical Sensor
4. Vertical Anomalies
Equally
The timer contributions are negligible.
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When consideration is given to the effects of geometrical
results discussed below, the initial azimuth error is
relatively low. The requirements already imposed by
the position fix function are such that the component
and physical uncertainty parameter values will suffice
for the azimuth alignment function.
b. Geometrical Effects
The increase in position error caused by altering the
azimuthal separation of the two observables from Aa _'
= 90 ° , optimal, to Aa _', = 25 °, nominal, also increased
azimuth error generally by i. 25. But the error remains
at a relatively low level.
Increasing the elevation angle of the observable from
I0 ° to 60 ° caused a change in alignment error by a
factor greater than I0.
The effect induced by vehicle positions in polar latitudes
sighting upon stars with subpoints in equatorial latitudes
also increased the azimuth error. The effect varied de-
pending upon the system type, but generally an increase
of i. 5 to 5.0 was observed.
c. Minimal Alignment Error
For optimal geometry, equatorial latitudes, and error
sources listed for minimum position error:
o
= 0. 009
AO
For identical conditions but polar vehicle position:
~ 0.017 o.
AO
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CSM Angular Tracking:
Position Fix and Initial Azimuth
The results oft_:cnrve._ Figures 8-79 through 8-94,
are self-explanato_zy. Until the CSM orbit can be known to
accuracy greater than 0.5kin, this concept appears im-
practical when compared to celestial tracking methods.
However, if the orbital uncertainty were substantially
reduced, the critical error inputs would be vertical
anomalie s.
It is obvious that the CSM as a navigational satellite is not
in an optimal orbit. Thus by changing the orbit inclination,
orbit radius and other orbit parameters to adapt to a par-
ticular vehicle-navigational satellite geometric configuration,
the system errors might be substantially reduced.
CSM Ranging:
Position Fix
The critical error source is not the range measurement error
but again the knowledge of the CSM orbit. This concept ap-
pears impractical when compared to the Celestial Tracking
Method.
Again however, the CSM is not in an optimal orbit to serve
as a navigation satellite, and should an optimal combination
of range sightings, orbital error, and orbital parameters be
combined, the system errors might be substantially reduced.
8-ZI
8. 3. I. Z Dead Reckoning
This mission independent analysis determines critical error
sources of the dead reckoning subsystem of the nongyro concept. The
concept was operated in a relative navigation mode on a standard trajectory
in a selenographic region free of navigational singularities; thus, such ef-
fects as equatorial navigation near the earth subpoint are avoided and do
not enter the evaluation. The resultant curves are dead reckoning system
errors for typical non-singular type traverses and provide the base data
when navigation requirements are imposed upon the dead reckoning sys-
tems.
The approach selected to analyze the extensive parametric combina-
tions was to establish a standard or base path, then vary the parameters of
the path which affect vehicle position errors in the most dependent manner.
The parameter selected was range of traverse, and three specific ranges
were used. The vehicle, path, and geometrical parameters are shown in
Table 8- 7.
Figures 8-97 through 8-10Z are typical standard trajectories in
planar and altitude coordinates generated from the data in Table 8-7. The
paths are relatively free of extensive obstacle maneuvering and would cor-
respond to a fairly flat, mild lunar traverse. This is indicated by the %
EDT of Z to 3. Although only a single nominal velocity parameter of 8 km/hr
was used due to the parametric values of range, the parametric effect of
time is achieved if the duration of mission traverse is considered as op-
posed to range of traverse. Therefore, from the following,
Path 1 R _ 11 km ====> t _ 1.4 hr
Path Z R = 50 km ====_ t--- 6.4 hr
Path 3 R _ 101 km =:==:> t _ 1Z. 9 hr
the association of short range, short duration of time and long range, long
duration of time implies the full spectra of standard missions from both a
distance and time viewpoint.
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The dead reckoning system of the nongyro concept was evaluated
on the standard paths which served as the reference trajectories. The re-
sults are typical position error PE curves {Figures 8-I03 to 8-119) and al-
titude error curves (PE) Z {Figures 8-1Z0 to 8-IZ8) plotted as a function of
component error or physical uncertainty value for parametric values of
traverse range. The composition of component errors is indicated in Ta-
ble 8-8, theNongyro Concept Dead Reckoning Error Table.
The interpretation and use of the' e_rror table follows from the treat-
ment of the position fix error table discussed in Section_28. 3. i.i. Briefly,
each row of the table represents an accuracy type system. This accuracy
type system is held fixed and the independent variable or component error
under investigation is varied from minimum to maximum;n, orthro_hhhe _n
values: zero, projected state of the art, SOA, nominal, and maximum. Then
the total concept error at the terminal or end point of the traverse is plotted
as a function of the independent variable. The SOA, nominal, and maximum
values of error inputs are der_ted by dashed lines on the respective error
curves° The curves plotted on linear paper represent concept errors for
the "errorless" system°
Five particular classes of accuracy type systems were selected:
Case 0 _====_ Errorless
Case l _ Projected State of the Art {Proj SOA)
Case g _ SOA
Case 3 _Nominal (Nora)
Case 4 _ Maximum {Max)
8. 3. I. 3 Results and Conclusions
Examination of the dead reckoning error curves {Figures 8:103
to 8-1Z8) points to two critical components of the nongyro concept. The
odometer, the distance sensor, and the IR earth tracker, the heading
reference, are the components which contribute to the major portion of the
concept position error during the dead,reckoning process. Table 8-9 sum-
marizes the relaxation or tightening of component requirements for the pro-
jected SOA, SOA, and nominal accuracy type systems to meet the specified
8-30
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dead reckoning rate requirements. Since the odometer and IR earth tracker
were the prime contributors, only these component requirements are tabulated.
The ephemeris errors, timer errors, pendulous verticalerrors, and ver-
tical anomalies have comparatively little effect upon the total planar error
and are omitted.
The dead reckoning requirement is designated as allowable error
per distance traveled for a specific vehicle velocity. The nongyro require-
ments are evaluated for a vehicle velocity of 8 kin/hr. The interpretation
of the dead reckoning rate requirement may be total allowable dead reckoning
error to satisfy a homing requirement if the mission length is known. If,
for example, the traverse range is 100 kin, the total dead reckoning rate to
satisfy a 1-kin homing range is 1/100. Therefore, the postulation of the
six standard dead reckoning rates 1/20, 1/50, 1/100, l/Z00, 1/500, 1/1000,
together with a traverse range and vehicle velocity specification, allows the
creation of the mission independent component requirements tabulated in
Table 8-9.
llZ0: This requirement is satisfied by the complete range of component
errors, contained in the error table, Table 8-5. Any combination
of the errors satisfy the requirement.
1150: The odometer error for each of the three accuracy type systems
can be relaxed to 0.018 to satisfy this requirement. The earth
tracker errors can be relaxed to the maximum value 1.0 ° for the
Proj. SOA and SOA systems, but the upper bound of 0.96 ° must be
met for the nominal system.
1/100: For the Proj. SOA and SOA systems the odometer error can be in-
creased to 0.01. However, for the nominal accuracy type system,
the requirement is tightened to 0. 009.
The earth tracker requirement can be relaxed to about 0. 50 ° for
the Proj. SOA and SOA type systems. However, the nominal ac-
curacy type system requirement is only fulfilled if the error is
decreased to 0.02 ° for the 10 km range trajectory. But for
50 km and 100 kna, the accuracy requirement cannot be met.
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1/200: The odometer error for the Proj. SOA and SOA systems can be
relaxed to 0.005. However, for the nominal accuracy type system
the requirement of odometer error is 0. 003.
A quarter of a degree earth tracker is required for the Proj.
SOA and SOA type systems, but the 1/200 requirement is not
attainable for the nominal accuracy type system.
1/500: The odometer accuracy requirement for the Proj. SOA and SOA
systems can be relaxed to 0.002. But the errors contributed by
the other components of the nominal accuracy type system prevent
this requirement to be achieved with any value of odometer error.
A tenth of a degree earth tracker is required to achieve 1/500
accuracy for the Proj. SOA and SOA systems. However, the
nominal accuracy type system cannot meet the requirement re-
gardless of the earth tracker error.
1/1000: The odometer error that can match the requirement is 0. 001
for the Proj. SOA and SOA accuracy type systems. The nominal
system cannot meet the requirement.
The earth tracker maximum error allowable is 0.08 ° for the
Proj. SOA system. The SOA and nominal systems cannot
satisfy the requirement.
Since the terminology "SOA accuracy type systernV ' refers to and
implies component errors for components functioning in an extremely ideal,
regulated, laboratory-type environment, and the term "nominal accuracy
type systernq implies SOA implementation of navigation systems, the con-
clusion is reached from the standard trajectory analysis that to achieve
1/500 and i/I000 dead reckoning rates, R&D must be directed towards re-
duction of odometer and earth tracker errors by an order of magnitude
from the current nominal values to SOA and Proj. SOA values in the final
implemented design.
The planar error contributions from ephemeris, pendulous vertical,
timer, and vertical anomalies are negligible in comparison to the IR earth
tracker and odometer errors. In fact, depending upon mission requirements,
serious consideration should be given to the technique of determining vehicle
bearing without earth ephemeris and timer data. The PIE vs IEarth Tracker
Error plot {Figure 8-107) shows typical results.
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The mission independent analysis shows that the primary error
sources of vehicle vertical error are the pendulous vertical sensor, vertical
anomalies, and odometric contributions. Since vertical error is such a
path dependent quantity, no convenient assessment criteria exist to interpret
concept errors in terms of equipment requirements. However, remembering
that the standard trajectory simulated a traverse over fairly flat terrain
(maximum slope: 17/100) the nominal accuracy type system error was 0. 050 km
at 100 kin. Reducing the pendulous vertical error does not decrease the
magnitude of altitude error. However, decreasing allowable odometer error
to 0.001 decreases the a_titude error to 0.020 kin. If the pendulous vertical
error is increased by an order of magnitude, vehicle altitude error is
roughly0.180 kin. Hence, the attempt to maintain vertical sensor error in
the 36 arc sec region is advisable with a simultaneous reduction in odometer
error.
8.3.2. Mission Dependent Analysis
The objectives of the analysis are to define component accuracy re-
quirements, as a function of mission era, to meet the most stringent
postulated concept requirement of that time period. Only through the evalua-
tion of navigation cornponentperformance on mission requirements can recom-
mendations of research and development be made. Hence, the resultant
data of this analysis emphasize component accuracy requirements which
enable a functioning concept to satisfy the mission requirements of terminal
range TR, velocity V, and traverse range R. The systems formed to meet
t_e requirements will be the Projected SOA, SOA and nominal accuracy type
systems with variations of component errors from the base value comprising
the accuracy type systems.
If the homing range or terminal requirement T R is fixed for specific
mission leg (range, velocity, selenographic location, terrain characteriza-
tions), the only method of alleviating or reducing component accuracy require-
ments is to increase the number of position fixes on the mission leg. Of
course, the constraint is required that the position fix error be less than the
terminal requirement in order that the homing mode of navigation be effected.
Ei'ror reduction techniques such as position fixing are available, but the
purpose of the dead reckoning suhsysternis to conserve astronaut time and
effort during the performance of the navigation functions. Therefore, the
frequency of position fixing should be kept to an absolute minimum. Due to
the nature of this generalized navigation study, it is necessary to first
postulate the frequency of position fixing based on total mission range
8-.35
and duration as compared to the standard approach of defining the position
fix frequency as a function of deadl reckoning accuracy capabilities. Due
to the adverse environment of the moon, there are two criteria to establish
the basic postulations of position fixing frequency:
i. Every x krn
2. Every y hours.
Certainly, basing the assumption of position fixing every x km unduly re-
stricts the time dependent inertial concept. However, position fixing every
y hours also restricts the effectively time independent nongyro concept.
The additional variable, vehicle velocity, obscures the criteria, but a
combination of range and time will ensure coverage of all cases. The
guideline establishing position fix frequency is:
I. 1/50 km
or
Z. I/8 hr.
This criteria is used to establish the accuracy type systems which can satisfy
the strictest mission requirements of each mission era. (The missions are
tabulated in Section 2.) The mission legs imposing the tightest navigation
requirements on both the dead reckoning and position fix concepts for a
particular era are listed in Table 8-10. The computer terrain characteriza-
tions describing and correlated to the terrain type are shown in Table 8-11.
The approximate _0 EDT which results from the application of this data is
also tabulated. These descriptors together with the mission coordinates,
vehicle velocity, and terminal requirements completely characterize the
mission.
The objective of this analysis is to determine which of the accuracy
type concepts or design point systems can meet the postulated mission
requirements. Due to the severe terminal requirements, two assumptions
are necessary to properly encompass or to constrain the analysis.
. The allowable position fix errors must be minimal so that the
terminal requirement can be met with the combination of sys-
tem errors from both the position fix and dead reckoning sub-
concepts.
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Terrain
Type
SM
RM
GH
RH
TABLE 8- 11
TERRAIN CHARACTERIZATIONS
Dj Ah
km km max
l 0.173
1 0. 255
1 0. 340
1 0. 577
3.0
6.0
15.0
25.0
AA
der_ ax
45.0
9O.O
Ig0.0
160.0
Ar
der_ ax
i0.0
12..0
15.0
Z0. 0
Approximate
% EDT
5.0
Z5.0
40.0
80.0
i. e, ,
To eliminate excessive updating and extensive position
fixing, the criteria pertaining to the period of the
position fix operation discussed above must be applied
so that a realistic design point system can be devised.
Application of these two statements requires the constraints:
. For minimal terminal requirements, 0.400 kin, the
position fix and dead reckoning error will be approximately
equally weighted. Hence
(PE)pF < 0. 300 km
This value can be met with a SOA celestial tracking sys-
tem with no vertical anomaly error, optimal geometry,
nominal ephemeris error, and star tracker accuracy re-
laxed to greater than the SOA value:
0-
,/
_R'
(r
D
=0
= 0. 005 °
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0-
t
0- -- 0" , (Y
rs r p
: 0. 00003 hr
= 0. 004 °
= 0. 001 °
These equipment and physical uncertainty values are used for the
position fix error inputs of Concepts 1 and Z. The RF concept also requires
a position fix error of 0. 300 kin. This is achievable with about 1 week of
earth-based ranging (Section 8. 5. i. I).
2. The design point dead reckoning concept was selected
from the accuracy type systems available in the error
tables. The selection criteria was based on that ac-
curacy concept which satisfies the terminal requirement
and has minimum utilization of position fixing within the
all.ted position fix frequency rates.
The latitude-longitude and altitude plots of the mission legs of Ta-
ble 8-10 are shown in Figure 8-129 through 8-148. The altitude plots,
ordinate labeled H in krn, absCissa labeled N, correspond to the altitude
variation, relative to 1738 krn, along the vehicle path. The symbol N desig-
nates the nth point of the path.
The vehicle position error PE and altitude error PEz, for the non-
gyro concept are plotted as functions of time (hr) in Figures 8-149 through
8-164b. The planar position errors and altitude errors are the output of
each accuracy type system evaluated on the corresponding mission leg
depicted in the mission path graphs, Figures 8-129 through 8-148. Fig-
ure 8'164a, a_an example, shows dead reckoning subsystem updating by
taking a position fix at the point selected by the J function (Section 7.3. 5).
Table 8-12 summarizes the nongyro accuracy type systems which satisfy
the postulated mission terminal requirements. The error plots are the
output errors of these accuracy type systems.
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TABLE 8- 1 Z
NONGYRO DEAD RECKONING DESIGN POINT SYSTEMS
Mission Leg Accuracy Type System + #PF j (
I 1972
II 1976
III 1978
IV 1980
V 1980
VI 1984
C
E
A
B
C
E
A
B
B
Nom
N om
Nom
Nom;_
c
Nora;
c
Nom;_
c
Nom
Nom
= 0.005
= 0.005
= 0.005
Nora; o- = 0. 005
C
0
0
0
1
3
I
1
1
see Sec. 7.3.5)
0.39
0. 67
0. i0
i. 77, 0. 64
4. 36, 1.31, 0. 55
2.46, O. 9O
0. Z3
O. 2Z
Z. 07, 0. 81
The vertical anomaly error o-. was set to zero so that the full assess-
Y
rnent of equipment errors can be realized.
In Table 8-1Z it is noted that ]Yliission V, 1980, LegCis not included.
This mission is located on the far side of the moon and dramatically points
to the near side selenographic restriction imposed upon the dead reckoning
concept which employs an earth tracker as a basic heading reference. The
tabulation of the number of position fixes required for homing, #PF, indi-
cates the position fixes taken, other than initial alignment. When, for ex-
ample, ,one position fix is indicated, it implies a position fix is performed
midway from initial coordinates to destination coordinates. Since homing
is assured for J < I, the relative proximity of the J value to unity is a
measure of the tight tolerance on component errors. If J is near zero,
component errors may be increased; if J > unity but near the value unity,
component errors can be reduced and homing achieved without a mid traverse
position fix. Thus, in the case of Mission IV, 1980, Leg C, where three
position fixes are indicated, if 0"c had been reduced to the SOA value, the
second J function would be less than unity and homing achieved with one
position fix.
+Table 8-8, p. 8-31.
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The approximate values of vehicle altitude error, the error with
respect to the last position fix, are usually on the order of 0. 050 km for
the nominal accuracy type system.
For the nine mission legs, the employment of error reduction tech-
niques, such as position fixing, allows the nominal nongyro dead reckoning
accuracy type system, with odometer error reduced to 0. 005, to satisfy the
majority of the terminal requirements. Tightening the odometer error to
the SOA value 0. 001, would provide a significant safety factor, and would
partly eliminate intermediate range position fixing.
Inclusion of vertical anomaly error would affect the dead reckoning
resli]ts negligibly_ but by increasing substantially the position fix error,
hornlng could not be affected for the given terminal ranges and the accuracy
_f the dead reckoning subconcept would be supei'!fluous. Thus_ the im-
portance of position fixing by vertical independent techniques is again
e-rnpha sized.
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8.4 INERTIAL CONCEPT
8.4. I Mission Independent Analysis
8.4. I. I Position Fix, Initial Azimuth Alignment
The position fix subsystem of the inertial concept is identical
to the nongyro position fix subconcept with the exception that its vertical
sensor is a vertical gyro. However, interpreting the error input of the
vertical sensor as the null or resolution error of the vertical gyro rather
than a pendulous vertical sensor, the curves in Figures 8-45 to 8-96 which
resulted from the analysis of Section 8. 3. I. 1 apply to the inertial concept
position fix, azimuth alignment subsystem. Hence, the position fix and
azimuth alignment results and analysis of Section 8. 3. I. 1 hold for the
inertial concept.
However, an additional important conclusion can be drawn.
Current values of null and resolution error of a vertical gyro are pre-
sented in Table 8-13.
TABLE 8-13
VERTICAL GYRO NULL ERRORS
Curve Case 0- o-
r p
A, B
C
D
SOA
Nom
Max
0.01
0.1
1.0
The requirement is imposed upon the inertial system, Concept 2,
that an extremely high quality vertical gyro be used as a vertical reference
during the position fix operation. Present SOA figures indicate inertial
quality gyros would supply a minimal position error of about 0.4 km
(Case A', optimal geometry, 0-r, 0-_ = 0.01 ° and no drift error). But if
the vertical gyro is no more accurate than 0. l °, the minimal position
error is about 4. 3 kin. Hence, the optimal geometry curves {Figures 8-45
to 8-53) indicate a recommendation for a static vertical sensor to replace
the vertical gyro during the position fix operation.
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8.4. 1.2 Dead Reckoning
The analysis of the inertial concept, dead reckoning subsystem
was performed as defined in Section 8. 3. 1.2. The subconcept was oper-
ated in a relative navigation mode along the set of reference trajectories
(Figure 8-97 to 8-I02) defined by Table 8-7 and discussed in Section 8. 3. 1.2.
However, since the position error of the inertial concept is a heavily
weighted function of traverse time, a minimum vehicle velocity of 3 km/hr
and maximum velocity of 18 km/hr were used to bracket the concept errors.
But an ihtermediate velocity of 8 km/hr was used to perform the "error-
less" analysis. Therefore, Table 8-7, the standard trajectory data table,
remains unchanged except for the parametric velocities:
V = 3, 8, 18 km/hr
The application and utilization of Table 8-14, the Inertial Concept
Dead Reckoning Error Table,follow the us ageof_heer:ror t_ble discussedin
SectiQn 8. 3.1. 2. Theine_tial:conceptdeadreckoriingstandard error curves
are shown in Figures 8-165 to 8-2-15.
8.4. 1. 3 Results and Conclusions
The inertial concept standard dead reckoning requirements are
shown in Tables 8-15 and 8-16. The treatment of determination of com-
ponent requirements is similar to that discussed in Section 8. 3. 1.2 for
the nongyro dead reckoning concept. Because of the heavily weighted time
dependency of the inertial concept errors, the planar error requirements
are generated from the standard trajectory analysis for a minimum velocity
of 3 km/hr and maximum velocity of 18 kin/hr. The ranges of traverse
for the former are I0, 20, and 30 km which imply approximately 3, 6, and
I0 hour durations; the latter case is considered for ranges of 10, 50, and
100 kin, or approximately 0.5, 3, and 6 hours. Hence, the full spectrum
of range and duration are considered for each accuracy type system.
The critical components of the inertial dead reckoning subconcept
are the accelerometers and directional gyro. The main error sources are
the accelerometer null or resolution errors and the directional gyro drift
and resolution errors. These component requirements are summarized
in the following standard requirement tables. Since the component require-
ments for the inertial concept are heavily weighted functions of both range
and velocity (time) for each specific parametric and accuracy type system,
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TAB LE 8- 15
INERTIAL DEAD RECKONING PLANAR STANDARD REQU'IREMENT
Error
_Ax' rAy' VAt
Accuracy
Type System 1 2 3 1
DR
Reqt. Range Proj. SOA SOA Nora Proj. SOA
1/20 I0. 50 + + +
I00 + + +
1/50 I0 + + +
50 + + +
100 .080* .080* .064*
1/I00 I0 + + +
50 .67. .67. .052"
I00 .042* .042* • 025*
1/200 I0 + + +
50 •038* .038* .020,
I00 .025* •025*
.003**
1/500 I0
.066. •066* 0
5O •014. .014. 0
I00 .013. .013. 0
I/I000 I0 •034* .034. 0
5O
.008.* •008** 0
I00 .004"* .004.* 0
GA
I 2 3
Proj. SOA SOA Nora
+ + +
+ + +
+ + +
+ + .34
+ + 0
• 56 .50 .44
.56 .50 0
.56 .50 0
.24 .23 .14
.29 .25 0
.28 .27 0
.12 •11 0
• 12 .12 0
.12 .10 0
• 066* .045" 0
• 03* 0 0
• 005* 0 0
_gD
2
SOA
+ +
+ +
+ +
• 78 .76
• 36 . 34
+ +
• 38 • 36
.19 .16
• 94 .92
.20 .17
• 092 .04*
.38 .34
• 076 .023*
• 02. 0
• 20 . 15
• 025* 0
• 006* 0
V = 18 km/hr
For UAx' _Ay' _Az; 0.127 km/hr 2 = I0 -6 earthg
* : Requirement exceeds nominal error value
**: Requirement exceeds SOA error value
+ : The dead reckoning requirement is satisfied with the given accuracy type system, and for
all component error values from projected SOA to maximum.
0 : The dead reckoning requirement is not satisfied for any value of the respective component
error since the accuracy type system does not satisfy the requirement.
3
Nom
+
.50
+
.27
0
+
0
0
• 30
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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TABLE 8-16
INERTIAL DEAD RECKONING STANDARD REQUIREMENT
Error
Accuracy
Type System
DR Range
Reqt. km
1/20 10
20
30
1/50 I0
ZO
3O
I/I00 I0
20
30
1/200 10
30
30
1/500 10
20
30
1/1000 10
Z0
30
CrAx' SAy' VAz
1 2
Proj. SOA SOA
.042* .042"
.024* •024*
• 015. .015.
.018" •018.
.011"* .011"*
• 006** .006"*
.011'* .011"*
.007.* .007.*
.0045** .0045**
.007** .007**
• 004** 0
.001.* 0
• 004** 0
0 0
0 0
.003"* 0
0 0
0 0
GA v gD
3 1 2 3 1 2
Nom Proj. SOA SOA Nom Proj. SOA SOA
• 040* + + 0 + +
• 022. + + 0 .65 .54
.015. + + 0 .44 .23
• 016. + .7 0 + +
• 010.* + 0 0 .23 0
• 005** + 0 0 .17 0
• 008** .54 0 0 .27 0
• 004** .54 0 0 .20 0
.002"* .54 0 0 •I0 0
.0035** .26 0 0 .15 0
0 .10 0 0 .08 0
0 0 0 0 .03* 0
0 0 0 0 .02. 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
V = 3 km/hr
For °'Ax' _Ay' CrAz; 0. 127 km/hr 2 = 10 -6 earth g
* : Requirement exceeds nominal error value
**: Requirement exceeds SOA error value
+ : The dead reckoning requirement is satisfied with the given accuracy type system, and for all
component error values from projected SOA to maximum.
0 : The dead reckoning requirement is not satisfied for any value of the respective component
error since the accuracy type system does not satisfy the requirement.
3
Nom
+
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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a different relaxation or tightening of component requirements occurs.
Hence the severity of the error requirement is indicated bythe asterisk
above the requirement. The asterisk definitions are given below the tables.
It is to be emphasized that the SOA values are optimistic, bench-type com-
ponent values and nominal values more closely correspond to actual imple-
mented values.
With this statement as background, the critical component or
main error contributor is definitely observed to be the accelerometers.
The maximum dead reckoning route which c_n be met with a nominal sys-
tem and nominal accelerometer errors (I0- earth g) is 1/50 at 50 km
with an 18 km/hr vehicle velocity. For ranges of I0 kin, at 18 km/hr,
the maximum achievable rate with a nominal accuracy accelerometer is
1/200. With a SOA accuracy type system, the maximum requirement that
can be met is I/I000 at I00 km with the accelerometer requirement tight-
ened to about 10 -8 earth g. The nominal accuracy type system is unable
to meet either the I/500 or the I/I000 requirement regardless of accel-
erometer error since the remaining component errors, the nominal values,
exceed the dead reckoning requirement.
Table 8-15 indicates the maximum allowable accelerometer re-
quirement bounds for the ranges of I0, 50, and I00 km since the vehicle
velocity is maximum. To relax the stringent requirements, error reduc-
tion techniques such as position fixing will reduce the requirements; how-
ever, if dead z eckoning rates of greater accuracy than 1/500 are desired,
even position fixing every 10 km will require accelerometers on the order
of 10 -7 earth g (0. 127 km/hr2). Although this is quoted as anSOAvalue by
many vendors, implementation of the device in a functioning system casts
doubts upon the final component error.
Table 8-16, which lists the inertial concept standard requirement
for vehicle velocity of 3 km/hr, indicates a tighter requirement imposed
upon accelerometer accuracy. In all instances of ranges,10, 20, and 30 km,
of accuracy-type systems, projected SOA, SOA, and nominal, a 10 -7 earth
g type accelerometer is required to satisfy the dead reckoning require-
ments. For dead reckoning rates equivalent to or greater than I/I00, an
accelerometer of the type 10 -8 earth g is required, and for the more exact-
ing missions (I/500, 1/1000) system errors for particular accuracy-type
systems exceed the dead reckoning requirement irrespective of accelerom-
eter accuracy.
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For direction gyro null error or alignment error, the most dif-
ficult requirement to meet at 18 km/hr is the 1/500 value. A tenth of a
degree gyro will achieve this requirement with remaining concept errors
at the SOA values. The nominal requirement cannot be met since the ac-
celerometer error is too large. To achieve the I/I000 requirement, the
projected SOA accuracy type system must hold and _ GA must be tightened
to greater than the nominal accuracy value of 0. I °.
The dead reckoning requirement of 1/200, with V = 18 km/hr, is
the maximum requirement which can be met at a distance of I00 km with
the SOA accuracy type system. The DG drift must be less than the nomi-
nal value but greater than the SO-& value at _ GD = 0.04 deg/hr. Only for
the 10 km range can the nominal accuracy-type system satisfy the 1/200
requirement. In this instance, the gyro drift rate can be relaxed to
0. 30 deg/hr. Only with the projected SOA system, and a gyro drift rate
less than the nominal value, can an accuracy of 1/1000 be met for a
I00 km traverse.
With vehicle velocities on the order of 3 km/hr, the primary
error source is the accelerometer null error which completely negates
the directional gyro alignment errors and gyro drift rates. This is evi-
denced by the large number of accuracy-type systems which cannot satisfy
the standard dead reckoning requirement.
The conclusion is reached that to achieve concept dead reckoning
accuracies on the order of 1/500 and I/I000 for a full spectrum of vehicle
velocities_ accelerometers of the class 10 -7, 10 -8 , and 10 -9 earth g must
be operational and functional in an implemented system; 10 -5 earth g and
10 -6 earth gaacelerometers perform sufficiently well for vehicle ranges
(10 km @ 8 km/hr) to satisfy 1/20 and 1/50 requirements, respectively.
In this manner, continual position fixing and updating allow greater accur-
acy for extended range missions. In addition, should 10 -8 earth g accel-
erometers be available, to achieve 1/1000 accuracy on extended missions
(I00 km @ 18 km/hr) DG null accuracies of 0.01 ° and drift rates of
0. 005 deg/hr will be required.
The primary error sources of vehicle altitude error are vertical
gyro drift and null errors, and the accelerometer null error. High velocity,
short range traverses negate the accelerometer and VG drift terms. How-
ever, for extensive operating times, these terms dominate.
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8.4, 2 Mission Dependent Analysis
The postulated missions, simulated for the mission dependent
analysis of the inertial concept, are the missions described in Section 8. 3. Z
and shown in Figures 8-129 to 8-148. These mission legs form the most
restrictive set of accuracy requirements upon the concept for the particu-
lar era of interest and exploration. The analysis framework, discussed
in Section 8.3. Z, is applied to obtain the inertial concept accuracy-type
system or design point system, which satisfies the mission leg require-
ments. The position fix and dead reckoning error allocations are equal for
the minimum terminal requirements mission, and the accuracy-type celes-
tial tracking position fix subconcept selected is that described in Section 8.3. Z.
The vehicle position error and altitude error plot for the respective
systems in Table 8-17 are shown in Figures 8-Zl6to 8=235. Table 8-17
summarizes the results.
TABLE 8-17
INERTIAL DEAD RECKONING DESIGN POINT SYSTEM
<!: s _ion
ii 1972
!i!i ]9 7 6
III 1978
IV 1980
V 1980
VI 1984
L_:g
C Nora; O-Ax...
E Nora; _Ax...
A Nora; O-Ax...
B Nora; O-Ax...
C Proj. SOA
E Proj. SOA
A SOA
B SOA
C Proj. SOA
B Proj. SOA
Accuracy Type System + #PF
-7,
10
0
0
0
3
0
1
0
1
0
1
J (see Sec. 7.3.5)
0.40
0.93
0.29
22.62, 1.91, 0.41
0.44
I. 67; 0.44
0.61
1.48, 0.13
0.55
1.16, 0.42
+
Table 8-14, p.
Earth g's.
8 -44.
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The inertial concept dead reckoning error grows rapidly with
extended operating and mission times due to the doubly integrated accel-
erometer outputs. This enormous growth is reflected in the large initial
J value of Mission III, 1978, leg B. The second J value is slightly less
than two and indicates that, if an SeA accuracy-type directional gyro had
been used as the vehicle heading reference, homing could have been achieved
with only one intermediate position fix and realignment. However, the main
error can be attributed to the accelerometers, and in order to satisfy future
missions with strict terminal accuracy requirements, at least I0 -? earth g
accelerometers are required. For the 1980-type missions, the nominal
accuracy-type system no longer suffices_ and the SeA and projected sea
accuracy-type design point systems are required. The error table,
Table 8-14, defines these accuracy-type systems in terms of component
errors.
The inertial concept is not restricted to near-side operation and
can be evaluated for far-side performance. Mission V_ 1980, Leg C, (the
far-side missien_ was satisfied with a Proj. SeA accuracy-type system.
However_ the _Tlur_ction was 0.55 with no intermediate position fixes. An
sea accuracy-type system with one intermediate position fix would solve
the requirement.
Relative mageitudes of vehicle altitude errors_ referenced to the
last pc,sition fix_ range frc.m 0. 040 km to about 0. 400 kmo
8. 5 RF CONCEPT
8.5. I Mission Independent Analysis
8.5. I. 1 Position Fix
The RF concept utilizes a position fix subconcept consisting of a
vehicle-mounted active RF beacon which is tracked by earth-based equip-
ment. Earth-based tracking in conjunction with earth-based computation
allows the fixing of vehicle position. Current capabilities of the DSIF track-
ing network are shown inTable 8-18 (Ref. 154). Tabulated is the time in
days to reduce the semi-major axis of the three-sigma ellipse to specified
values. Interpretation of these figures in terms of errors in the lunar lati-
tude, longitude, altitude selenographic system should be carefully made
due to the uncertainty and errors in the celestial mechanics description
of the lunar center. Various estimates of the moon's distance from the
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earth give an error range of ±1 km to ±1.2 km (Ref. 34). Assuming these
values to be probable errors and converting to 3_ values gives an error
range of 5 km to 5.34 krn.
An interesting comparison of earth-based tracking versus self
contained position fixing can be made if a position fix error of 3 km is
specified. Roughly two days of tracking time are required to achieve this
quoted accuracy, while the nominal celestial tracking accuracy-type system
achieves 3 km error with vertical anomalies of 0.09 ° (5.4 arc rain).
TABLE 8-I 8
DSIF TRACKING CAPABILITY VERSUS TRACKING TIME
3o- Ranging (days) Doppler (days)
Semi major Axis
One Station Two Stations One Station Two Stations
A A and B A A and B
15
6
3
1.5
0.75
0.30
<I.0
1.4
2. I
2.6
3.4
7.0
<I. 0
<1.0
1.0
2.4
2.9
5.2
1.9
3.6
6.2
10.4
18.4
>28. 0
1.2
2.6
4.6
8.2
15.4
>28.0
Station A: Goldstone
Station B: Woomera
8.5. 1.2 Dead Reckoning
The dead reckoning subsystem of the RF concept was evaluated
on the standard trajectories of Section 8.3.1.2. The parametric velocities
of 3, 8, and 18 km/hr are identical to the inertial concept velocities. The
error table, Table 8-19, was applied in the manner of the former tables.
PE curves and (PE)z curves (Figures 8-236 to 8-278) were obtained from
the data application.
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8.5. |. 3 Results and Conclusions
The standard error requirement tables constructed for the RF
dead reckoning concept are Tables 8-2.0 and 8-21. The distance measur-
ing device of the RF dead reckoning concept is a cw or pulsed single beam
doppler radar which completely dominates the requirement table. The
primary error contributors to concept velocity errors are antenna pointing
error and errors in modulated frequency detection. Generally, the errors
in the frequency detection limit the total concept accuracy to 1/50 or a 2%
system. For example, a nominal accuracy-type system with a data smooth-
ing interval of 0. 0036 hr (13 sec) provides an accuracy of 1/50 for a range
of 100 km at 18 kin/hr. Because of low vehicle velocities, a low signal-
to-noise ratio (or extensive smoothing time) persists and the frequency
detection error limits the dead reckoning performance to a maximum attain-
able rate of 1/50. An important error contributor obscured by the doppler
radar is the RF earth tracker pointing errors. However, at 18 km/hr to
achievethe 1/50 requirement for ranges of 10, 50 and 100 kin, the RF earth
tracker pointing error requirements can be relaxed to 0.4 ° .
Accuracies equivalent to or greater than 1/100 cannot be met with
any of the accuracy-type systems using projectedSOA, SOA, or nominal,
regardless of the relaxation or tightening of all component error require-
ments. The reason, as stated above, is low signal-to-noise ratios; the
extensive duration of smoothing data required of the doppler data places
the accuracy bounds at 1/50. Also, reduction of vehicle velocities to
approximately 3 km/hr decreases the attainable accuracy to 1/20 for the
reduced accuracy-type systems. This is evidenced by the preponderance
of O's in the 3 km/hr standard error requirement table, Table 8-17..
The primary vertical error contributors are the doppler radar
and the pendulous vertical sensor.
Ephemeris, timer, and the effect of vertical anomalies are
minimal and the linear curves of the nongyro concept can be applied.
8. 5.7 Mission Dependent Analysis
The missions simulated for the mission dependent analysis are
described in Section 8.3.2 and plotted in Figures 8-129 to 8-148. The guide-
lines for the RF concept analysis are the same as those described in Sec-
tion 8.3.2 for the nongyro concept.
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Position error PE and attitude error PE Zplots as a function of
time for the RF concept are shown in Figures 8-Z79 to 8-296. These plots
are the result of selected accuracy-type systems (Table 8-ZZ) evaluated on
the mission paths,
As stated in Section 8. 3. Z, the position fix error is limited to less
than 0.300 km. At present, this requires a quoted vehicle tracking time
of about one week. However to fully assess the RF dead reckoning concept
component errors, it is necessary to postulate this tracking accuracy as an
initial condition upon the dead reckoning system. Table 8-2Z summarizes
the analytical results.
TABLE 8-22
RF CONCEPT DEAD RECKONING DESIGN POINT SYSTEMS
Mission Leg
I 1972 C
II 1976 E
III 1978 A
B
C
E
A
B
B
IV 1980
V 1980
VI 1984
Accuracy Type System + #PF
Nom
SOA
Nora
Proj. SOA
Proj. SOA
Proj. SOA
Nom
Nora
Proj. SOA
1
1
7
J (see Sec. 7. 3.5)
1.60
3.74
0.87
9.35, 2.633, 1.01, .59
13. 19, 3.58, l. Z0, .64
16.95, 4.76, 1.53, .75
I. 95, •5Z
2.67, .75
15. 83, 4.47, 1.48, .73
+Table 8-19, p. 8-5Z.
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The RF earth tracker error values were modified for the mission
dependent analysis. Pointing errors for the accuracy-type systems were
set at 0.2 °, 0.02 °, and 0.002 ° .
The results shown in Table 8-2Z emphasize the necessity of an
increased homing range capability for the RF concept. Due to the large
error contribution of frequency detection in the doppler radar, only three
of the nine postulated missions are satisfied under the guidelines of Sec-
tion 8.3.2. The requirements of Mission I, 1972, Leg E, can be solved
if an SOA accuracy-type system is employed; and the second mission re-
quirements can be met if the accuracy-type system is reduced to Proj. SOA.
However, because of the extensive, tracking time required to position fix
the vehicle, an absolute minimum of position fixing is required. Hence,
the Mission IV, 1980, and Mission VI, 1984, traverse requirements cannot
be achieved. Little consideration should be given to employment of the RF
dead reckoning concept on a mission requiring better than 2% accuracy to
eliminate extensive dead reckoning updating.
Because of the RF earth tracker:which mea'sures _ehicle bearing, the
RF concept is restricted to near-side operations.
Vehicle altitude errors are approximately O. 050 km to O. 130 km,
with the above accuracy-type concepts.
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SECTION 9
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Inherent to the problem of lunar surface navigation is the necessity
for astronaut safety. Within the guidelines and framework of this study,
safety is directly equated with navigation concept accuracy. Resolving
this equation into analytical terms expresses a "safe" navigation system as
that concept which allows the guidance or pilotage mode of homing to be
effected.
Thus, the navigation error must be less than or equal to a homing
range associated with each navigation concept. This navigation error may
or may not fulfill one or more typical terminal requirements imposed by
mission tasks, and it is at this point that tradeoff studies can be initiated.
Figure 9-i shows plots of range of component accuracies required
for the nongyro, inertial, and RF concepts to satisfy the lunar surface
navigation accuracy requirements for the years from 197Z to 1984. The
design point or accuracy type systems of the dead reckoning and position
fix subconcepts of the selected surface navigation systems are plotted as
a function of mission era, and represent the accuracy type concept re-
quired to meet the most demanding, but typical, navigation requirement
of the era. The accuracy type systems are defined as nominal (NOM),
state of the art (SOA) and projected state of the art (Proj. SOA). The
definitions of these accuracy type or design point systems are:
NOM: The nominal accuracy type system is comprised
of components with accuracies corresponding to the
component accuracies of present day state-of-the-art
instrumented concepts° These components are the types
which have been used in operational navigation systems.
9-I

SOA: The state-of-the-art accuracy-type system consists of
components with accuracies corresponding to state of the
art laboratory-tested components. These components
have generally an order of magnitude less error than
the NOM components but represent components which
are functional in a tightly controlled, ideal, laboratory-
type environment.
Proj.
SOA: The projected state-of-the-art accuracy components are
representative of future attainable accuracies and are
approximately an order of magnitude more accurate than
the SOA type.
The position fix design point accuracy requirements are constant
throughout the lunar exploration era. However, since ranges and durations
increase with each lunar exploration mission, the dead reckoning require-
ments become more stringent. The nongyro dead reckoning subconcept re-
quires no component state-of-the-art advancement, but by 1980 present-
day ideal SOA accuracy-type components must be capable of functional sys-
tem implementation in an uncontrolled environment. By 1980, however,
the inertial dead reckoning concept will require operational projected state-
of-the-art accuracy components, while the RF concept requires functional
projected state-of-the-art components by 1978. The typical component er-
ror requirements for each concept and component are listed in Tables 9-I,
9-2, and 9-3. The asterisk notation indicates component accuracy require-
ments which cannot be met by NOM,comp0nents.
The principal error contributors of each concept are listed in Ta-
ble 9-4. The primary dead reckoning error contributors are the distance
sensors and heading reference. Vertical error contributions to horizontal
or planar dead reckoning error are secondary.
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TABLE 9- 3
RF CONCEPT, 3o- REQUIREMENT TABLE
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SECTION 1 0
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The data presented in Sections 8 and 9 of this report indicate that the
principal component error sources for which research and development are
required are the distance sensing devices. These are comprised of the
odometer, accelerometers, and doppler radar of the dead reckoning sub-
concepts. Also, since celestial position fix error is a heavily weighted
function of the deflection of lunar local vertical, a study should be under-
taken to define, analyze, and derive compensation for this error source.
With the preceding general recommendations as a background, the more
specific recommendations are as follows:
i. Solution of the lunar navigation problem for the postulated
era requires the implementation of concepts utilizing SOA
components with the accuracy capabilities emphasized through-
out the study. However, in most applications SOA accuracies
are attainable in ideal environments and usually over limited
ranges of measurement with typical low reliability, high cost,
high weight, and high volume. In addition to the accuracy/
safety aspect, to fully assess the lunar surface navigation
problem, the additional weighting factors of cost, reliability,
weight, volume, and power must be considered. Sophistica-
tion of the present error models to evaluate the additional
weighting factors is recommended to ensure compatible
feasibility with accuracy/safety requirements. Generally
though, component miniaturization and particularly ex-
tended measurement ranges are needed.
The effect of lunar local vertical anomalies upon the
horizontal or planar dead reckoning error is negligible.
For the vertical component of dead reckoning error, fhis
error input is of secondary importance. Hence, relative
navigation utilizing a dead reckoning process is little affected
by the local vertical anomaly. However, position fix error
10-1
..
is a heavily weighted function of the anomalies, and absolute
navigation to an extremely precise degree is significantly
hindered regardless of the quality of the position fix naviga-
tional components unless compensation is provided to negate
the anomaly effects.
For each navigation concept, a selenographic restriction
exists. Concepts I and 3, the nongyro and RF systems,
determine vehicle heading through earth azimuth measure-
ment. These concepts are restricted to near-side operation.
Also, vehicle operation must remain in a selenographic
location where the locus of the earth subpoint does not approach
the vehicle zenith, at which point the azimuth measurement
becomes indeterminant. Due to error sensitivity coefficients,
the vehicle selenographic locus should be constrained exterior
to a I0 ° great circle arc of the earth subpoint.
Polar navigation by the inertial concept is restricted, but
this concept is operational at all longitudes, both far and
near side. If I0-6 earth g accelerometers are used, the
Coriolis and centripetal accelerations must be considered.
Conventional pole shifting techniques will eliminate the
polar singularity for the inertial concept. Similarly, for
extremely precise dead reckoning navigation, pole shifting
of the latitude-longitude grid to the earth subpoint minimizes
error sensitivity coefficients of the earth tracking sub-
systems.
To relax both dead reckoning and position fix component
accuracy requirements, homing range extension through
the use of passive and active RF and optical beacons is
needed. Therefore, the design and performance of experi-
ments should be conducted to verify assumptions regarding
optical beacon detection within line of sight and RF propaga-
tion beyond the line of sight on the lunar surface.
.0
.
8.
.
Distance sensor errors are the prime contributors to dead
reckoning error. In most instances, one and two orders of
magnitude accuracy improvement are required to satisfy con-
cept requirements. Alternate• techniques to solve the relative
navigation problem requiring benchmark mapping might be
hybrid distance- sensing techniques; e.g., short-term
acceler0meter data coupled with long-term odometer measure-
ment. Also laser, RF, and optical ranging and angular measure-
ment devices performing trilateration and triangulation might
be feasible substitutes for mapping tasks. An error analysis
of these techniques is recommended for research and de-
velopment forecasting.
In many instances of the current study, particular com-
ponent errors were obscured by the presence of a large
error source in the concept. The doppler radar, an ex-
tremely inaccurate land vehicle navigation sensor, largely
negated the performance of the remaining RF concept com-
ponents. Hence, recommendations for component research
are hindered since component requirements are a function
of total concept functioning. However, analysis directed
to the formation of a set of concepts from a matrix of naviga-
tion sensors would avert the problem and remove the concept
constraint. Since the error models were constructed in
generalized hybrid form, the extension Of analysis to a matrix
of sensors is simplified and this study is strongly recommended.
Due to Center of radiation/earth centroid error, and large
component errors, position fixing utilizing an RF or IR
earth tracker measurement on the earth is not recom-
mended.
Due to the adverse lunar environment_ time independent
navigation concepts should be stressed to prevent error
growth during performance of auxiliary exploration functions.
To minimize position fix errors, and to substantially reduce
position fix component requirements, adherence to the optimal
celestial/vehicle geometry is recommended. Minimization
of time required of the position fix operation should be
10-3
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11.
considered, and complete digital computation with
automation is beneficial. In comparing celestial track-
ing and earth-based RF tracking, an error analysis of
a nominal accuracy type position fix system shows that
for comparable position fix accuracies, vertical
anomalies as large as 0. 1° can be traded off with
one to two days of DSIF tracking time. Therefore, a
primary mode of on-board position fixing is deemed
a necessity.
A study to investigate the feasibility of using an on-
board optical sight with intervening space suit masks
should be performed since an emergency mode of
navigation may require vehicle operation without in-
ternal pressurization. Additionally, television and
its boresight axis reference may have to serve as
backup either for a theodolite or a celestial tracker.
Dueto the importance of minimum position fix error
and the inherent ramifications upon all other sub-
concept requirements and component development,
vertical independent techniques such as navigational
satellites using range and range rate measurements
must be analyzed.
In summary, the more important recommendations resulting
from the analysis of three navigation system concepts are
as follow s:
a. Develop and analyze sets of navigation concepts de-
rived from a matrix of navigation sensors. This would
provide a greater selection range for system optimization.
Do Expand the error models to include other important
weighting factors such as reliability, weight, volume,
power, and cost.
Co Develop odometers or odometric systems that will provide
3 _ errors that are less than 0. 1% of distance traveled.
10-4
d. Develop accelerometers with a null threshold of 10 -8
{earth g's).
e. Review present estimates of lunar local vertical
deflections. If these estimates (large position er-
rors) are confirmed, applications of navigational
satellites and landmark recognition (triangulation)
techniques should be analyzed to determine more
accurate means for measuring static surface
positions.
10-5
APPENDIX A
DEAD-RECKONING ERROR MODEL
Dead-reckoning basically involves measurement of the pitch and azimuth
motions of the vehicle with respect to fixed references, and some measure of
vehicle distance of travel, velocity, or acceleration. The measures of ve-
hicle travel distance (or its derivatives) are resolved into the coordinates
of the references by appropriate use of the pitch and azimuth measurements.
These differential changes in the coordinates are summed to provide the
change in vehicle position as a function of time. This process can be mod-
eled analytically by reference to Figure A-I. Figure A-I defines the re-
lationship of the vehicle velocity vector to the reference xyz coordinate sys-
tem.
Y
\
z
Figure A-I Dead-Reckoning Reference Axes
A-I
From the figure,
V = VsinP, V
y x
where
= VcosPcosA, V = VcosPsinA
z
(A-l)
::V =vehicle Velocity
P vehicle pitch motion with respect to the local
horizontal
A = vehicle azimuth motion in the horizontal plane.
EquationA-i can be written in terms of an altitude (h), latitude (r),
tude (A) system (with x axis nominally referenced to lunar north):
longi-
R i_ = Vc0sPcosA, R/_ = VcosPsinA, h = V sinP (A-Z)
where R is the lunar radius (1738 km).
Equation A-2 can be integrated to find the new vehicle positions as:
R(F- Fo) = S VcosPcosAdt
R(A- Ao) = _ VcosPsinAdt
r_
h- h = k VsinPdt
0 J
(A=3)
where the subscript o refers to initial values.
The effects of errors in pitch, azimuth, and velocity can be determined
by taking the partial derivatives of Equation A-Z.
af"
Ai_ =AV 0----V+Apa_ +AA aA
O .A + 8 /_ _} k (A-4)
Ai = Z_V _ Ap 8===-_ + AA a A
ak
= a v Ap
A-Z
where
a V = ( ) cosPcosA, _ -( ) cosPsinA, _ = sinP
oi _ v
a--'_ = - (R) sinPcosA,
g_ =- ( ) sinAcosP,
aA v ah
=- ( ) sinPsinA, _ = VcosP
a"-_ = ( ) cosPcosA.
Integration of Equation:A-4.:yielda the following integral equations
defining_tlie effects of errors: I
AF=S_cosPcosAdt-S_{AP) sinPcosAdt-S{_){LkA)sinAcosPdt
S++ S+ S+AA = -R-- cosPsinAdt - (ZIP) sinPsinAdt + ( ) (ZiA) cosPcosAdt (A-5)
= sinPd<+S  P>Vco+Pdt
Treating the er.ror quantities (V, Ap, AA, AV, and R) as constant
and noting that the vehicle azimuth can always be approximated by a constant
over short distances, Equations A-5 can be rewritten as:
Ap (h-h) cos A
AF= A V(F AA (A- o
- ro)- Ao)- R
Z__V . Ap (h-ho) sinAAA= --( A- A) + Z_A (F- L) - (A-S)o R
Ah = AV
(h-ho) + (Ap) R (F- F ) cosA.O
Note that Equations A-6 can be simplified by use of the relationship
(A- A)
t aru_ =
(r-r)
O
A-3
This will reduce the variables by eliminating either A, (A-A ), or
o
(r- to).
Equations A-6 should be studied parametrically as a function of
(h-ho), (F-F ), (A-Ao), A, V, and the. errors.0
As an example, choose:
A = 45 ° , (h-ho) = 0.1 km
2 R 2 2 )ZR 2 (F- Fo) + CA- A ) = 100 km
. '/, 0
Then:
aV
R AF = 70.7 (-_---V)- 70.7 (AA)- 0.0707 CAP)
R AA
Ah
av)
= 70.7 (--_-+ 70.,7 (AA) - 0.0707 (Ap)
= o.I (._-) + 50 CAP).
If one is only interested in positional errors (not in altitude) then:
Positional Error (P.E.) = R 2 (aF) 2 + R 2 (AA) 2
Assuming independence:
i av
P.E |(70. 7• V)
g.
i/z
Z + (70.7 AA) z + (0. 0707 aP)Z] I/Z
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APPENDIX B
ANALYSIS OF SYSTEM ERRORS
An initial evaluation of the effects of component errors on navigation
performarice is covered in Section 3 of this report. That phase of the ef-
fort was extended to obtain a more detailed analysis of errors using up-
dated c°mponentand parameter data. This was desirable to isolate major
error contributions before the computer error models had been completed
so that component and parameter investigations could be redirected.
POSITION FIX ERROR ANALYSIS
A definition of vectors follows:
1
SZ =
B.l
p ..
unit vector in direction of star 1
unit vector in direction of star 2
unit vector directed from center of the moon to vehicle
position.
These vectors have the following expressions in terms of selenographic
latitude (r), longitude;(A), and unit vectors i__,-/, k defining the selenocentric
axes.
Sl =!c°SFl cos A i +jcos F 1 sin_ +ksin r 1
SZ = i__cosr Z cosA Z +jcos r 2 sinA Z +ksin r Z
P = i__cosr cos A +_/cos r sin A+ ksin r
B-1
A position fix is obtained by_measuring the angles between local
vertical {assumed collinear with P) and the directions SI and SZ and then
solving Equations B-I for r and A.
" $1 = cos Pl
P" sz = cos PZ
P" P= 1
(B-I)
There are six independent variables: q, _, r Z, A Z,
denote one of these variables, one has
aS I a Pl
a P • _ =- P • sin p
BT 1 BT 1 BT
a e agz aPz
• S =- P" sinp
aT 2 aT 2 aT
PI' PZ"
a
= b
Letting T
(B-Z)
.. __.a_'_:o
a-r
It can be verified (by taking dot products of Equation B-3 with SI'
and P) that these equations have the solution
O P a(S 2x P) - b(S 1 x_ =_)
= (B-3)
i O T =$1 "Sz
To investigate the effects of erroneous ephemeris data, it is as-
sumed that the star trackers and vertical sensor are correctly aligned,
but the ephemeris gives erroneous values for r I and/or A I. In this case,
the differential dP is given by
dP ,9P a P d A I. (B-4)
: B r---_-d r 1 + O===_
B-Z
Using Equations B-3 and B-Z;,this becomes
d_=
-_" as1 [_z x_]
Elx_z •
(B-5)
The square of the magnitude is
IdplZ (P. d_l)z: dP • dP : [SZ x _] • [SZ _ _] (B- 6)
Now dS 1 can be shown to lie in a plane perpendicular to SI" Let e I be
a unit vector in the direction of the intersection of this plane with the plane
of P and SI" Let e 2 be a unit vector perpendicular to the plane of P and S 1.
Then dS 1 may be represented as
dS 1 =--eI dSll +_e 2 dSl2 i.) (B-7)
It follows that
(P" d'Sl )2 = (P" -el dSll + _" -e2 dSI2 )z
Z
= (P" -el dSll) (B-8)
2 2
= sin Pl (dSll) "3
Noting that sin 2 - -Pz = (Sz xP) • (S zx P),
Id_[2 = dS211 sin2 Pl sinZ
I I
(slXSz" _)z
Equation B-6 becomes
P 2 ' _'
,') (B-9)
B-3
Denoting the mathematical expectation of X by E(X), it is observed that
E(dS" dS)= E LdSTII +dSZlz].
CB-IO)
= E (dSZ11)+ E (dSZlz).
If the probability distribution of the magnitude of dS is independent of
the direction of dS, one has
E(dS211 ) = E(dSZlz) = E(dS • dS)/t. (B-11)
To further reduce the expressions, one needs a vector identity
(_ix_) x(_zx_) - [(_ x_z). _ ] _. (B-_z)
Y
Figure B-1 Star Vector Position Vector Relationship
Sl xP
Referring to the Figure B-l,
sin Pl
Sz xP
SI is a unit vector perpendicular to
to the plane of P and while sin pZ I
the plane of P and SZ. Calling the angle between these planes _, one has
is a unit vector perpendicular
!B- 4
Z Z
sin @2 sin p
(B-13)
Using Equations B-9, B-II,
error expression is
Z
It is readily seen that the same coefficient is obtained for E(dS z •
B-1Z, and B-13, the final form of the
(B- 14)
dSz).
Star tracker errors produce errors in the measured values of Pl,and
PZ' Fixing all the independent variables except Pl, one has from Equa"
tions B-Z and B-3:
aP
m __--
0P 1
-sin Pl (Sz XP)
(B-15)
• \_ P'I 8P )dPl z8 Pl
sinz - XP) - XP)P1 (Sz " (Sz
Z
Z
d-pI (B-16)
= csc _ 1
Z
The same coefficient is obtained for dpz. It must be noted that dPl is
a component (in the plane of P andS1) of the star tracker error. Hence,
the variance of dPl is half the variance of the star tracker error.
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Errors in sensing the local vertical or misalignment of the local
verticalhave the same effect on position determination, and this effect
can be directly assessed. If all other errors are zero, Pl and PZ will be
measured from the erroneous vertical, and the position vector obtained
from Equation B-I will be parallel to the erroneous vertical.
A timer error results in a position error equal to the distance the true
position moves {moon's rotation) during the time error interval. The speed
of a surface point is just the cosine of its latitude multiplied by the moon's
angular velocity under the assumption that the polar axis and axis of ro-
tation c oirlcide.
Using 1738 km for the radius of the moon and Z7 I/3 days for its
sidereal period of revolution, the following expression for the variance of
the position fix error is obtained:
2<  L22 22 ,]0.p = 8.426x10 3 krn Z 0. + Q- + csc _ (0. + 0.
_ee 1 5 Z
+ (4.6Z4x10 -3
km Z Z
cos r--) 0.
sec 3
This expression is valid for the error sources considered,
errors are independent. The 0.i symbol refers to
Z sec 2
0-1 = variance of L.V. sensor error ( )
2 2
0.Z = variance of star tracker error (sec)
7. 2.)0.3 = variance of timer error (sec
Z z)0.4 = variance of ephemeris errors (sec
z z)0-5 = variance of gravitational errors (sec .
The other parameters are defined as follows:
z Z)0.p _ variance of position error (km
provided the
(B-18)
01
= angle between planes containing local vertical and the
two stars
= vehicle selenographic latitude.
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The sensitivity coefficients are seen to depend only on the azimnth separa-
tion of the two stars (G) and vehicle latitude. The numerical quantities
in Equation B-1 are computed from the radius of the moon and its spin
velocity. Using Equation B-I together with the vehicle and star positions
used previously yields the following corrected values for the sensitivity
coefficients:
C 1 = 8.43x 10 -3 km/sec
-3
C 2 = 8. 51x 10 km/sec
C 3 = 4. 61x10 -3 km/sec
C 4 = 8. 51x10 -3 km/sec
Using the state-of-the-art numbers (3-sigma values) as shown in
Section 3, the following position fix accuracies may be computed:
3Cp = 1.83km
3_ = 1.59 km
(all errors included)
(ephemeris errors neglected)
30-p = 1. 52 km (gravitational errors only).
There is reason to believe that the state-of-the-art number previously used
for ephemeris errors is grossly overestimated and that this error may be
held to negligible size. The second of the above numbers would then be a
better accuracy estimate than the first. The third number is presented to
show the overwhelming dependence on uncertainties in the orientation of the
gravity vector.
B. 2 AZIMUTH REFERENCE ERROR ANALYSIS
The vectors S1 and P as previously defined are:
=i_ osr 1cosh ÷jcos r 1 sinA1 +ksinr 1
P = icos r cos A+ jcos r sinA +._ksin r.
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True azimuth is measured in the local tangent plant (which is perpen-
dicular to P) and referenced to the intersection of this plane with the plane
containing P and SI" In the actual system, these planes are determined by
the L.V. sensor and a star or earth tracker.
A unit azimuth reference A is defined by the expression
-- [SI -(_" S1 ) _] cos_+ PxS 1 sing
A = (B-19)
1/z
[I - (P • $1 )Z]
The vector A lies in the planenormal to P and at an angle (_ measured
counterclockwise from the plane of P and S 1.
The differential contribution of an error in/_ is
IDSI _SI _$I
+
(5.
[1 -(P"
[ 1 (P • 81) ]
A similar expression holds for r I.
due to a differential change dS 1 in S1
sin (x
(B-Z0)
_-d A 1
The differential change dA in
is the sum of the two expressions.
[dS
dE =
i - (p " dSl) p] cos (_ +_:_ x dS 1 sin o_
llZ
- Z
[l - (P • Sl) ]
(B-ZI)
(P - SI)(P • dS1) A
[i - (P • S1 )Z]
B-8
a_ a_ 1
Here, dS I = 1
A • dA = p . dA = 0. Therefore,
evaluate this scalar, one forms
(PxX). dX =
d/_ must be a scalar multiple of PxA.
It can be verified that
To
x._ . dS 1 cos c_ + (p xA} • p x dS 1 sin a
[1-(_. _l)Z] l/z----
But {P xA) . {p xdS 1 = [(p x2_) x P] • dS 1 =_ . d_l.
inition of _, it is readily verified that
• (B-22)
Recalling the def:
Therefore,
_x_ • d_
_xX. dX_-- t 1
[ I - (P. _l) z]
PxS 1 • dS IdX = -
1 - (P. _i)z
(PxA)
(B-23)
(B-24)
_ _ . d_l)2d_. di : (PxSl
[i- (_. sl)212 " (B-ZS)
If one sets Pl = angle between p and Sl and notes that dS, lies in a plane
parallel to the unit vector PXSl [I - (9 --Sl)2] -I/2. •
dA • dA is given by , the expected value of
E(_. _) _ l
[1 - (p. _1 )2]
E (d_ 1 . d_l)
2
2 sin Pl '
(B-26)
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In writing this last expression, it has been assumed that the magnitude
of dS 1 is independent of its orientation.
In the _ame manner that Equation B-Z1 was derived, the differential
change _ of A due to a differential change dl _ of P may be obtained:
dA _- --
+
[(S1 dP) P + (P • S1 ) dP] cos c_ + d PxS 1 sin o_
I/2
[I - (P • ,SI)2']
(_' " '$1) ($1 " dP) A
- - z][1 - (P • $1)
(B-Z7)
It can be verified thatA • dA = O. The projection of d_ in the local
horizontal plane is thus a scalar multiple of P xA. To evaluate this scalar,
one forms
(P • S ) PxAcos e + (Pxi)x S sin ot
PxA. d_ =- i I d_'. (B-Z8)
i/z
- z][ 1 - (P • SI)
Now S1 may be expressed
S1 = [l - (P" "sI)Z] I/Z [icose - PxA sin cr ] +(P • SI)P. (B-Z9)
Substituting forSl in the cross product in Equation B-Z8 and simplifying
yields
PxA. dA=-
i/z
[l - (9 • g_lz]
[E sin _ + Pxicos _] • dP. (B-30)
B-IO
Since we are interested in azimuth errors only, this is the only com-
ponent which need be evaluated. The expected value of the square is
%.
Z
cot Pl
- Z E(dP. dP) o
(B-31)
In writing the final expression, we have used the fact that A sin ol
+PxA cos _ is a unit vector in a plane parallel to dP. It is assume_l that
the magnitude of dP is independent of its orientation.
The effects of star (or earth) tracker errors may be identified with
Equation B-8. Ephemeris errors enter indirectly in that _ is measured
properly but _ itself will be incorrect. Nevertheless, ephemeris errors
have the effect given in B-Z4. Errors in sensing the local vertical or in
alignment of the gravitational vector may be identified with B-31.
The effect of a vehicle position error is an erroneous value for the
bearing of the objective relative to the reference direction. This requires
a separate analysis. Let S1, P, and Pl be defined as before. Let SZ be
the position vector of the objective and let Pl be the angle between P andS1.
The angle between the plane of P and S 1 and the plane of P and SZ is given by
(PxSI) " (PxS Z)
cos ff = llZ (B-3Z)
[(PxSI)" (PxSI)]I/Z[(PxSz) • (PxSz) ]
The differential change in _ due to a change dP in P is given by
• dP cos _ S1 cos
d_ : sin----_"Isin z Pl [ x{PXSl)] + Z
sin P2
S1 x(PxSz) +ISz x(PXSl) l
- j)"sin Pl sin PZ
[sz x (PxSz)]
(B-33)
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To evaluate this expression, a pair of vectors eI and eZ is defined:
_1 " _1 = -eZ " _Z "- 1
e ,P .P=0
1 Z
S1 = _ cos P1 +'_1 sin Pl
$2 = P cos P2 + ez sin Pz
e " e = COS 01.
1 Z
_Substituting for SI andSz in Equation B-33 and using the fact that
d_) " P = 0, simplification of the result yields
_ (cot PZ -cot Pl cosc_+ &z(cotPl-cotpz cose)]d_ = dP. 1 . (B-35)
sin
The vector in brackets lies in a plane parallel to dP.
pected value of (d_) Z is
E [(d_) Z] E(dP • dP) Z Z
= Z [cot Pl + cot PZ- ZcotPl
Here the coefficient of E (dP •
Hence, the ex-
cotpzCOS_ ]. (B-36)
dP)/Z is the square of the magnitude of
the vector in Equation B-35 and it is assumed that the magnitude of dP is in-
dependent of its orientation.
Using 1738 krn for the radius of the moon, the variance of the azimuth
error becomes
Z g
'1 C. .j0-A = Z 0-2 + 0-4 + 2 0-1 + 0-5
+ (i. 978 min/km) z-
Z Z
cot Pl + cot PZ - ZcotPl cot P2 cos 01
(B-37)
2
0-
PZ
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The 0-. symbol refers to
1
2
0- = variance of L. V.
1
sensor error (rain 2)
o-
2
2
= variance of star (or earth) tracker error (min 2)
2
0- 4 = variance of ephemeris errors (rain 2) (B-38)
o- = variance of gravitational errors (rain 2)
2
0"
P
= variance of present position error (kin2).
The other quantities are defined as follows:
0-
l = great circle angle from vehicle to star (or earth) subpoint
0-
2 = great circle angle from vehicle to objective
Z
o-A
desired azimuth angle (angle between great circle to the
reference subpoint and the great circle to the objective)
variance of azimuth error (ruing).
It is clear from Equation B-37 that the reference point should be chosen
near the horizon and in the direction of the objective in order to minimize
errors.
Assuming a vehicle position of 5° latitude and 30 ° longitude {as in
Ref. i), an earth tracker with earth subpoint at 0 ° latitude and 0° longitude,
and an objective 100-kin distant in a direction 45 ° from north, one has:
0-
0-
= 30 ° 22. 5'
= 3° 17.8'
= 143 ° 34. 8'
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and
Z
(csc pl)/Z = 1.9555
(cot z pl)/g = 1.4554
[ I. 978 rain Z 2 Zkrn ] [cot P1 + cot
Z Z
Pl -Z cot PiCOt pzcos _]/Z=688. 57rain /km .
The following state-of-the-art numbers are used in computing the ex-
pected azimuth error:
3 cr = O. 5 rain (L.V. sensor)
1
3 _Z = 6.0 rain(earth tracker)
3 _4 = 1.8 rain(ephemeris errors)
3 _5 = 3.0 rain (gravitational errors)
3_ pp= 1.6 km (present position error).
The present position error dominates
3 _A = 43.0 min(all errors included)
!
3 0-A = 43. 0 min (present position error only).
The quantity computed here is 3 times the standard deviation of the
error in selecting the direction to the objective. If one asks for 3 times
the standard deviation of the error made in selecting a particular azimuth,
PZ becomes 85 ° (great circle distance to the north pole) and _ is 98 ° 34.8'.
Three 0-A becomes
3 u = I0. Z min (all errors included)
A
I
83 0- = 8. 4 rain (earth tracker only).
A
Timer errors have not been included in this analysis. However, they may
be considered to affect the final accuracy by contributing to ephemeris un-
certainty. In any event, it is to be expected that they may be held to a
negligible level.
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APPENDIX C
SELECTION OF A CELESTIAL OBSERVABLE
This appendix presents the equations necessary to transform a star
position given in earth-based celestial coordinates to star subpoint position
in lunar latitude and longitude. The star azimuth and elevation measured
from an LRV at a point on the lunar surface can then be calculated. Thus,
given the observable right ascension and declination, the lunar-based ce-
lestial tracker pointing angles may be calculated. A nominal lunar position
in the earth orbit is required.
These equations represent an integral portion of the total lunar navi-
gation problem, since it is doubtful that an LRV will perform a lunar mis-
sion without a celestial-based capability for position fixing. Hence, with
these equations the following problem areas may be studied:
1. Of the 57 selected navigational stars used in earth navigation,
which are suitable for lunar surface navigation?
2. Of the 57 selected observables, which fall into the region de-
fined by minimal error sensitivity coefficients?
3. Are the available observables properly distributed spatially?
4. Which observables are affected by earth or solar occultation?
1 What observables, such as Canopus, are available as a lunar
reference for which there have been extensive tracker hard-
ware designs ?
The above questions may be answered as a function of lunar mission
or vehicle position with application of these equations. Also the reality of
the error models is enhanced since specific observable positions may be
analyzed.
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The following nomenclature is used:
T]S =
6 =
S
_]m =
8 =
m
u =
v¢ --
R E =
m
star right ascension
star declination
moon right ascension
moon declination
star latitude subpoint on moon
star longitude subpoint on moon
earth-to-moon distance
earth-based celestial
sphere
R E = earth-to-star distance
S
R ._
m
s
u E
moon-to- star distance
earth latitude subpoint on moon
w E = earth longitude subpoint on moon
x = vehicle lunar latitude
y
£
(a +An, n÷l )
= vehicle lunar longitude
= star true elevation angle
= star true azimuth angle
C-Z
-. -.InFigure C-l, the celestial coordinate systems are defined.
(1 X, 1y, 1Z) defines an orthogonal triad with origin fixed at the earth center
with
1 Z pointing along the Celestial North Pole
Cx = pointing towards the Vernal Equinox
Iy = 1Z x 1x .
Celestial North Pole
Star
| R / \ R Iz"'
Earth _ __-s r E m X / u_ |
Vernal Equinox- . i_' ....__ ,, ,
1
: y
Figure C-1 Definition of Celestial Coordinate Systems
The transformation from earth space to moon space is made by:
1. Rotating (Ix, 1y, 1Z) about 1Z through rlm to get (1X', 1y', 1Z' )
2. Then rotating (ix' ,iy', Iz') about iy' through 6m to get (Ix'', iy", IZ")
3. Then rotating (ix",iy",iz") about iz" through 180 ° to yield
(1X ' ",ly' " 1 z' ")p ,
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(Ix"-_ ',iy"-_',I-_Z" ') i_a the moon space with ix" ' pointing towards the earth
along the earth/moon line of centers.
In matrix notation:
,!]
m
-cos 5
m
= -COS
m
- sink
m
Iy
1Z
IX"_.',
T iy"
cos Tim sin _m
sin Dm -cos _3m
0
i
-sin 6 cos Dm
m
-sin 6m sin Dm
cos 8
m
(C-l)
(c-z)
The position vector Of the moon is given as:
" EoR E = R E s 6 cos _m + cos 6m m
m m
sin _m Iy + sin 6m
(c-3)
and the position vector of a star
= os 6 cos _s + cos 6 sin TIs + sin 6S S S
S S
(c-4)
The position vector of the star relative to the moon is
R = -
m
s s m
1y
1 Z
m
(c-5)
(c-6)
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which becomes in moon space
R = R
m 1
$
IX"'
T 1y"'
1Z"'
- cos 8R 1 = R E cos TIs cos 8s R E cos _m m
S m
(c-7)
(c-8)
R z = R E sin _Is cos 6s - RE
S m
sin _m cos 6m (c-9)
R 3 = R E sin 6 - R E sin 6S m
S m
(c- 1o)
or
m
s
iy"'
(C-ll)
m
Upon manipulation, the unit pointing vector of the star relative to the lunar-
based coordinates may be derived. In the derivation note that
R E < < R E and R = IRE
m
m s s s
The direction cosines defining the unit pointing vector are:
R 4
l_rn i cos 6 cos 6 cos _qm- sin'qs cos 6 cos 6
DX" ' = -cos _]s s m s m
s (C-lZ)
- sin 6 sin 6
S m
sin _m
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R 6
R 5
Dy - cos 6- "' = cos T]s cos 6s sin Tim sin T]s s cos Vim (C- 13)
D Z sin 6 cos _]m sin Ds cos 6= . ) = -COS MS COS 6s m -
÷ sin 6s cos _]m
sin 8 sin _m
s m
(C-14)
Thus, the star subpoint, defined by the geometry of Figure C-l,
expressed as general latitude and longitude angles u and w.
sinu
COSW
m
sinw
= DZ"'
DE"'
COSU
Dy"'
COSU
may be
(C-15)
(C-16)
(c-17)
However, since lunar optical and physical librations occur, the
earth/moon line of centers does not pass through the lunar (0, O) point.
Hence
u
u = u+u E
w = w+w E
(C- 18)
(C-19)
Thus, the star azimuth and elevation can be defined:
E* = sin -1 [sinu sinx+ cosu cosx cos (w-y)]
(a* + A ) = sin -1 Esin(w-Y) c°su_
n, n+l cos £_
A nominal lunar orbit is given in Table C-I.
(c-z0)
(C-Z1)
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TABLE C- 1
NOMINAL LUNAR ORBIT
t
Inc rea sing
t
0
t 1
t 2
t 3
t 4
t 5
t 5
t 7
t 8
t 9
tlO
tll
t12
t13
t14
m
(deg)
17. 000
30. 198
35. 682
48. 912
65. 689
102. 000
139. 544
169. 629
193. 000
208. 362
Z45. 722
282. 000
349. 702
1. 506
17. 000
6
m
(deg)
0.0
7. 833
I0. 140
15. 146
20. I00
24. 000
20. 145
I0. 180
0.0
- 7. 058
-20. I12
-24. 000
-I0. 160
- 5. 092
0.0
t14 - t o = 655. 721 hours
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APPENDIX D
RF HOMING
Maximum RF homing ranges of the order of 80 to ZOO km resulted
from this study. These values are based on a number of assumptions in-
cluding lunar soil constants, and local noise figure. Any marked differences
between actual and hypothesized values may result in sizable changes in
ranges which can be achieved.
D, 1 SYSTEM LOSSES
L. E. Vogler (Ref. I00) has derived expressions for the power re-
quired to establish point-to-point communications on the surface of the
moon, based on some simplifying assumptions which include the existence
of a smooth spherical lunar surface and a homogeneous soil. The trans-
mitted power required to achieve a specified signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio
at the receiver terminals beyond line of sight is given by the expression:
PT = 20 log (4Wdo/k) + At - (GT + GR) + R+F+B+ I01og(kBto) (D-l)
where
P
t
= transmitter power expressed in db referred to 1 watt
d
O
= range between transmitting and receiving antennas in meters (m}
k = wavelength in meters
A
t
attenuation of the surface wave relative to free space due to
effects of intervening terrain expressed in db (this factor
is a complex function of range, height of antennas, wave-
length, and of dielectric constant and conductivity of the
terrain}.
Gt, r gain of transmitting and receiving antennas,
expressed in db referred to an isotrope
re s pe ctive ly,
D-1
RF
B
k B
t
o
(D t - L_t), (Dr - L_I r) where Dt, D r = directivity of the
respective transmitting and receiving antennas and LT]t,
Lqr.= losses due to inefficiency of transmitting and re-
ceiving antennas (ohmic losses, matching network losses,
etc).
= minimum S/N ratio in db
= effective noise figure due to external noise sources ex-
pressed in db
= effective noise bandwidth expressed in db
= Boltzmann's_onstant= 1.38 x 10 -23 joule/deg
= temperature in OK.
To derive quantitative results, the following assumptions have been
made concerning a number of these parameters.
D.l.l Surface WaveAttenuation (At)
The surface wave attenuation is a function of the electrical proper-
ties of the lunar soil, which are not presently known and probably will not
be known accurately until samples have been tested. Considerable differ-
ence of opinion exists as to the nature of the lunar terrain. For the pur-
pose of this study, values of dielectric constant of £R = I. 1 and of _ =
3.4 x 10 -4 mhos/m, which were derived bySenior and Siegel (Ref. 104),
have been used. These constants imply a layer of dust extending to a
considerable depth.
Values of A t have been derived from parametric curves in Ref.
i00, using these constants. Additional values can be derived based on
values which might be representative of dry rock formations.
D. I. 2 Antenna Gain (Gt, GR)
For reasons which are apparent in the following section, a trans-
horizon D/F a_stem on the moon has to operate at frequencies below about
10 Mc, if any advantage is to be derived from the lower surface-wave
attenuation. At these frequencies, the choice of antennas is somewhat
limited by practical considerations of size, weight, and erectability.
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It has been assumed that an omnidirectional beacon antenna is
desirable; hence the use of a vertical mast or whip antenna (or a variant)
operated over an artificial ground-plane appears to be a logical choice.
The directivity of such an antenna ranges from 4.5 db if less than 0. l
wavelength high to 4. 7 db if it is one-quarter wavelength. ]Estimates of
the antenna efficiency are discussed in Section D. 3.
The loop antenna has been selected as the prototype to be used
for direction finding on the roving vehicle. At the frequencies in question,
such an antenna would perforce be electrically small. The directivity of
such an antenna is i. 5 db; estimates of the efficiency of practical con-
figurations are also treated in Section D. 3.
D. I. 3 _fnimum S/N Ratio (R)
A minimum S/N ratio of R = I0 db has been selected for estimating
the required power. However, considerably lower S/N ratios may provide
satisfactory service if correlation techniques are used to detect signals.
Since an appreciable reduction in transmitter power levels might result,
a more detailed study will be required to evaluate the trade-offs between
system complexity, weight, response time, power, and range which would
result from the use of such techniques.
D. 1.4 Noise Figure (F)
This factor will not be known accurately until measurements have
been made on the lunar surface. This factor has been roughly estimated
in Vogler's article, on the basis of radio maps, as
F = i0 log (1. 585 x 105 fMc'2"3) (D-Z)
at frequencies below 200 Mc, where fMc is the frequency in megacycles.
D. 1.5 Bandwidth (B)
A modulating frequency of 40 cps (B = 16 db) has been arbitrarily
selected for the present survey. Wider bandwidths are less demanding in
terms of frequency stability, but also result in a substantial increase in
transmitter power levels or a reduction in effective range. Conversely,
D-3
a reduction in bandwidth to a modulating frequency such as 4 cps would
result in an increase in range. A study which is beyond the scope of this
investigation should be conducted on D/F requirements to determine the
nat r owe st feas ible ope rational bandwidth.
D. i. 6 Temperature (to)
A reference temperature of to
is based, has been used in this study.
= 288.39°K, on which the factor F
D. 2 MAXIMUM RANGE OF HYPOTHETICAL OPTIMUM ANTENNAS
Before considering the effect of the losses of practical antennas on
power and range, it is instructive to consider what these values might be
in the case of hypothetical 100% efficient transmitting and receiving an-
tennas. Inserting the appropriate values of those parameters which have
been fixed so far, Equation D-I can now be rewritte_ as:
PT
since L_t = L_r
= 20 log d - 20 log (k) + A t + F + 246 dbo
= 0 for I00% efficient antennas.
(D-3)
This expression has been reduced to graphical form in Figure D-1 where
PT is plotted in db referred to 1 watt as a function of frequency for several
values of range expressed in kilometers. As would logically be expected,
these curves show a general decrease of required transmitter power for
a given range as frequency decreases. Though it appears advantageous
to select avery low operational frequency, the physically realizable an-
tennas are very smallin terms of wavelength and, in practice, such an-
tennas are very inefficient. This efficiency is estimated in the following
section.
D. 3 ANTENNA EFFICIENCY
Physical antennas such as monopoles and loops, whose principal
di_ne_sion (length, in case of the stub, diameter in the case of loop) is of
the order of a quarter of a wavelength, are generally close to 100% effi-
ciene_£f low resistivity conductors such as copper and low loss dielectrics
are used in their construction. However, when these dimensions decrease
below about one-tenth of a wavelength, their radiation resistance decreases
to very smallvalues. As a result, ohmic losses may become an appreciable
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proportion of the total input resistance. Furthermore, the low resistance
coupled with a high reactance requires the use of a r_atching network to
achieve an efficient transfer of power from the transmitter to space, or
from space to the receiver. In the case of the short mast or whip, the
reactance is capacitive_ and a matching inductive reactance is required
to cancel it. Practical inductors have finite losses which in the case of
very high reactance antennas become appreciable. Even if such losses
could be reduced to arbitrarily small values, it would be undesirable to
do so, since it would be difficult to maintain the resultant very high O
circuit in tune.
The estimated losses of the antennas are dependent on the particular
parameters such as height, diameter, construction, etc, which have been
selected. Antenna parameters considered to be within a range currently
achievable both in terms of transportation and erection on the lunar surface
have been selected. In the case of the transmitter, a 0.0254-m diameter,
10-m tall mast has been selected. To demonstrate the improvement in
performance which results from the use of a substantially taller structure,
the efficiency of a 0.60-m effective diameter, 100-m high tower has been
calculated for comparison purposes. (The 0.6-m effective diameter is
considerably smaller than the actual physical size of the open strut tower
and is used solely to estimate efficiency. }
For the receiving antenna, a 100-turn, 1 x 1 meter square loop of
#20 copper wire (8. 1 x 10 -4 meter diameter) has been selected; this
amounts to about i. B5 kg (nominally 4 Ib) of copper wire with no estimate
of the weight of the required support structure. This particular choice
does not necessarily represent the optimum loop for a given weight of
copper; optimization of the loop design is not treated in this report.
D. 3. 1 Transmitting Antenna
Figure D-2 shows the 0. 25k and 0. lk heights of a mast as a
function of frequency in the 0. 1- to 10-Mc range, for general reference.
Ideally, the mast should be k/4 high (or very close to it). If the height is
reduced substantially below 0. 1 wavelength, the radiation resistance de-
creases porportionally to the square of its height and its reactance in-
creases to a first approximation as the cotangent of its electrical height.
Thus, the 0. _k curve represents the height below which most losses be-
come appreciable.
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It has been assumed that the C) of the associated matching net-
work will be 300. The ohmic losses of the two postulated masts (10-m
and 100-m) were calculated and found to be negligible, assuming the con-
ductors to be copper clad. In addition of the ohmic and matching network
losses, there are also losses in the ground system, particularly in the
case of poor soil conductivity. These losses can be substantially reduced
by laying out a system of ground wires around the base of the antenna
to a radius equal to at least twice the height of the tower. Ground losses
have not been estimated and have not been included inthe calculations.
Figure D-3 shows the estimated efficiency losses of the 10-m
mast and 100-m tower, In the case of the 10-m antenna these losses be-
come appreciable (I0 db) at 1 Mc; if the height is increased to 100 m, the
losses become appreciable at one-tenth the frequency. At 0. 1 Mc, in-
creasing the height from I0 to I00 meters results in a 30-db decrease in
antenna losses; the amounts are proportionately less at higher frequencies.
D. 3. 2 Receiving Antenna
The radiation resistance of a loop whose cross section is less
than 0. lk is proportional to the square of its area and to the square of
number of turns, and inversely proportional to the fourth power of the
wavelength. Thus, the radiation resistance of an electrically small loop
is very low; considerable improvement in performance can be derived by
making its cross section as large as practicable.
A 1 x l meter cross section was selected as a practical cross
section; on a purely arbitrary basis, a nominal maximum weight of copper
wire of 1.85 kg (4 ib) was selected. A comparison of the efficiency of
several different combinations of wire size and number of turns showed
that best performance is achieved with I00 turns of #20 wire. Though this
is not necessarily the optimum for a given weight of copper, it appears
to provide typical results. The estimated losses of this antenna, which
are based on the ratio of radiation resistance to the sum of radiation re-
sistance and ohmic losses, are presented in Figure D-4. The losses in-
crease from about 2 db at i0 Mc to about 62 db at 0. 1 Mc. The losses of
the capacitive reactance network have been assumed to be negligible.
Since the losses in the loop are large, it is well to consider what
steps could be taken to reduce them. The following conclusions are based
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on the assumption that a solid conductor is used. Increasing the size of
the square loop by a factor m will result in an increase in weight of cop-
per by the factor m and a decrease in losses by a factor m 3 (30 log m db).
Increasing the number of turns by n increases the weight by the factor n
and decreases the losses by the factor n (10 log n db). An increase of
the conductor cross section by a factor p results in an increase in weight
of p2 and a decrease in losses by the factor p (i0 log p db).
D. 4 POWER-RANGE RELATIONSHIPS FOR "PRACTICAL" ANTENNA
SYSTEMS
Figure D-5 shows the power requirements as a function of frequency
at several ranges for a 10-m mast transmitting antenna and a 100-turn,
1 x 1 meter loop receiver; at frequencies above 7.5 Mc, the use of a
quarter wavelength mast (see Figure D-2) was assumed. Figure D-6
shows the power requirements for a 100-m tower transmitting antenna
and the same receiving antenna; likewise at frequencies above 0.75 Mc,
the use of a quarter wavelength structure, whose height can be determined
from Figure D-2,was assumed. These curves should be compared with
those in Figure D-I which are based on hypothetical 100% efficient antennas.
Several differences are immediately apparent. The power requirements
no longer decrease indefinitely with decreasing frequency; an optimum
frequency band appears in which power requirements for a given range are
minimal. Thus, in the case of the 10-m mast at a range of 80 km, a min-
imum of i00 watts is required in the 2- to 5-,Mc band. It is interesting to
note that the location of this optimum frequency band shifts to lower fre-
quencies with increasing range. Thus, at 120 km the minimum power
requirement occurs around I Mc.
A comparison of Figures D-5 and D-6 shows that a substantial de-
crease in power requirements can be accomplished by increasing the an-
tenna height and thus improving its efficiency. For 100-watt transmitter
power, it is possible to D/F over a maximum range of about 80 km in the
2- to 5-Mc band with a 10-m mast. Increasing the height of the trans-
mitting antenna to I00 m extends the range to an estimated 130 km, if the
operational frequency is lowered to 0. 2 Mc.
Further improvements in performance can be accomplished by in-
creasing the efficiency of the loop. The most effective means of improving
the loop performance results from an increase in its size. Doubling the
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loop to a 2 x 2 meter size results in a 9-db improvement in performance.
In addition to this and other changes which would increase the weight, it
may be feasible to improve the efficiency by resorting to other than con-
ventional techniques. In the example selected for this study, the conven-
tional use of solid copper wire was postulated. Since the induced RF cur-
rents are substantially contained within one skin depth {2 x 10 .4 m at 0. 1
Mc) around the conductor periphery, it is desirable to increase the cross
section of the conductor while leaving the center void. Thus a thin, film
inflated plastic tube (such as Mylar) coated with a two-skin-depth thick
layer of copper could form a very low weight/low resistance conductor.
However, a gas inflated structure is-not desirable in a high vacuum environ-
ment and is subject to puncture by micrometeorites or dust particles.
Such a tube could be foamed in place with a low density 80 kg/m 3 (5 lb/ft 3)
foam such as polyurethane. Since the expanded conductor would require
considerable volume, assembly and erection of such a loop might have to
be accomplished after lunar landing.
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APPENDIX E
MEAN THEOREM APPLICATION TO GENERAL DEAD-
RECKONING ERROR MODEL ....
This appendix presents the proof that the effect of "
(XD +Xo )R cos x (t) = R cos Z
is a satisfactory approximation for the dead-reckoningerror model.
is to be shown that
It
t
O
V cos P sin A dt
R cos x
= 1 (_
 cos
_. - 0
V _o _ D _n A dt {E-I)
The term R cos xis the expression for the radius Of equal latitude circles
as a function of latitude. This term may be expressed by a Taylor series
about an initial latitude x :
0
R (x)_--- R (x) - sin (Xo) (S)
" O
where higher order terms may be neglected for:
(E-Z)
R (x) = R cos x
and where S is the distance traveled in a northerly direction along a meridian
of longitude measured from _theparalle1 of latitude x .
Using the notation,
R (x) = c
i
- sin '(x ) = b
O
m-I
Equation E-1 may now be written as:
,_ t
vcos s n dtVcosps  dtR cos x = C'+ bS (E-3)
Assume over a short traverse that velocity V, pitch P, and azimuth
A are constant (or average quantities}. Since the variation of the denomina-
tor is greatest for a northerly traverse, and since we are interested in the
magnitude of the variation about some mean value, assume A = 0.
Then,
t VcosPsinAdt t K dt _VtKldSC+bS : -,o C +bS : Jo _b'-S - I (E-4)
Kl I bVt I (E-5)I = _ log 1 +
Expanding Equation E- 5:
For
K1 Ib__t 1 _bVt) 2 1 _b_t )3 1I = -_- Z -- + _ -- + ..... (E-6)
bVt
-- << I,
C
(E-7)
Now from Equation E-1 and the assumptions following Equation E-3
but
R cos
I !
t
Kdt
<:.+Xo)
R cos Z
XD+X qSD - So >o -_ R cos x - sin x2 o o 2
(E-S)
E-Z
I t
t Vt
C+b --
K 1 dS
(E-9)
K1Vt K1Vt /I" _ _ 1
__ _ bVtC + bVt C 1 +--
2 2C
-) (E-10)
bVt
Since _ << 1 and taking the Maclaurin series,
K 1Vt r [bVt
bvt +I' _ C [ 1 2C (E-ll)
I' - K 1 [V_ b :2 (___).... J (E-iz)
hence
I'
for Sma x
I from Equations E-7 and E- 1 Z,
= 1 km and x<70 ° . At x= 70 ° ,
This expression is sufficient
the error is'I](I. 4 x I06}.
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